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ETİK KURALLARA UYGUNLUK YAZISI 

 

Bu tezin proje safhasından sonuçlanmasına kadarki bütün süreçlerde bilimsel 

etiğe ve akademik kurallara özenle riayet edildiğini, tez içindeki bütün bilgilerin etik 

davranış ve akademik kurallar çerçevesinde elde edilerek sunulduğunu, ayrıca tez yazım 

kurallarına uygun olarak hazırlanan bu çalışmada başkalarının eserlerinden 

yararlanılması durumunda bilimsel kurallara uygun olarak atıf yapıldığını bildiririm. 
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PREFACE 

This basis for this research was created primarily to show the reality and image 

of the Palestinian media towards the state that has always supported and stood beside it 

"Turkey". The basis of this study was also to support the Arabic studies of discourse 

analysis, while the world is moving more in the digital age, governments in Third World 

countries still rely on traditional media as their voice. Hence, official and diplomatic 

relations between nations can be revealed through their official media as this research 

shows. How will we get to this result? What will the content appear? How can 

knowledge be achieved? Not only that! But also by breaking the barriers that make 

countries reach a good social political consciousness for future generations. 

Always thankful and praise be to Allah who’s always giving me this success. In 

truth, I could not achieve my current level of success without the strong support of my 

family and friends and all my thanks for my Supervisor Dr. Lecturer Abdulkadir 

GÖLCÜ who provided advice and guidance throughout the research process. Thank you 

all for your unwavering support. 

Fatma M.R.  KHWAIRA 
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        Medya, aydınların ve araştırmacıların büyük ilgisini çekmiştir, çünkü halkın ve toplumun ilgisini 
çeşitli konularda gündeme getirmede oldukça önemli bir rolü vardır. Bu çalışma, toplumun siyasal 
farkındalığını şekillendirmede medyanın rolünü öğrenmeye ve Filistin medyası ve toplumu hakkında daha 
fazla bilgi vermeyi amaçlamıştır. Çalışmanın önemi, Filistin medyasının Filistin toplumunun 2017'deki 
Türk siyasal meselelerine karşı toplumsal farkındalık üzerindeki rolünün niteliğinin anlaşılmasına katkıda 
bulunması gerçeğinden kaynaklanmaktadır. Çalışma; Filistin basınının Filistin kamuoyunu etkilemedeki 
rolünü ve Filistin’in siyasal olarak bölünmesinin Filistin'de “Batı Şeria, Gazze Şeridi”nde birleşik bir 
medya söyleminin varlığına olan etkisini göstermektedir. Bu etki, iç meselelerle sınırlı kalmamış, aynı 
zamanda uluslararası meseleler hakkındaki söylemlerde de farklılıklar göstermiş ve en önemlisi, Filistin 
uzlaşmasını sağlama girişimi konusunda net bir rol oynayan Türkiye hakkındaki söylemlerde. 

Araştırmacı, Filistin’deki iki temel oluşumu temsil eden ve resmi yayın organları olan Al-Hayat 
Al-Jadeedah ve Filistin gazetelerinde yayınlanan haberlerin analizi için söylem analizi yöntemi 
kullanılmıştır, çünkü bu tür araştırmalarda haberlerde kullanılan dilin derin bir analizi gerektiği için en 
uygun araştırma yöntemlerinden biri olarak söylem analizinin kullanılması gerekmektedir. 

Her iki gazeteden bir yıl boyunca toplanan haberler analiz edildikten sonra, iki gazetenin 
arasındaki haber söylemiyle, Türk siyasal meselesinin temsilinde derin bir boşluk ve açık bir fark elde 
edilmiştir. Çalışma ayrıca, birleşik Filistin medyası için mekanizmaların oluşturulması, uluslararası 
durumun imajının şeffaflıkla aktarılması ve özellikle Arap ve Filistinli gazetelerin söyleminin analizine 
odaklanmak için önerilerde bulunmuştur. 

Anahtar kelimeler: Söylem analizi, Filistin Medyası, Temsil, Türk-Filistin İlişkileri. 
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        The subject of media has attracted a great deal of attention from intellectuals and researchers, 
because it has a role in raising the interest of the public and society in various issues. The study began to 
learn about the role of the media in shaping the political awareness of the society and shed more light on 
the Palestinian media and society. The importance of the study stems from the fact that it contributes to 
understanding the nature of the role of the Palestinian media on the social awareness of the Palestinian 
society towards the Turkish political issues of 2017. The study showed the role of the Palestinian press in 
influencing the Palestinian public opinion and the extent of the impact of the Palestinian division on the 
existence of a unified media discourse in Palestine, "West Bank, Gaza Strip", this influence was not 
limited to internal issues but showed differences in the discourse on international issues as well, most 
importantly Turkey, which had a clear role in the attempt to achieve Palestinian reconciliation. 

The researcher used the method of discourse analysis of the news in the newspapers of Al-Hayat 
Al-Jadeedah and Filistin, which was chosen according to the official media, which constitute two points of 
view of the Palestinian powers, as well as the use of discourse analysis as one of the most appropriate 
research methods for such studies, which requires a deep analysis of the language used in the news.  

After collecting news from both newspapers and then analyzing them, a deep gap and a clear 
difference in the representation of the Turkish political issue were reached through the news discourse 
between the two newspapers, The study also issued recommendations, including the establishment of 
mechanisms for unified Palestinian media, to convey the image of the international situation with 
transparency and to focus on the analysis of the discourse of the Arab and Palestinian newspapers in 
particular. 

Key words: Discourse analysis, Palestinian Media, Representation, Turkish-Palestinian 

Relations. 
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INTRODUCTION   

Since the establishment of press in 1400 and the progress of the world has 

become aware that press has a major role in human life (Abdul Hakim, 2014), it may be 

the link between human societies. What the media shows it’s become the people's talk 

but what they hide may not take their share of attention. It is an individual's way of 

obtaining information, enabling him to reach out and make a certain thought. As 

Marshall McLuhan (1975: 228) says, press is a collective recognitions chair, allows 

sharing as it can colorize events to be used or not used. Thus, the message of the media 

is reflected in the building of a generation conscious of principles and high morals, as 

well as the dissemination of knowledge and culture among peoples. It’s can’t hide the 

role of  press in the social issues that are being put forward in order to raise the 

awareness of society about a particular issue but the media play a major role in shaping 

the various political awareness and opinions,  press plays a big role in politicizing the 

masses and instilling a political spirit among the people. 

 press in Palestine is based mainly on political news, depending on the political 

situation in the country but it is necessary to note that the written press is still subject to 

censorship by the government and the news is heavily influenced by the position of this 

government, it should be said that there are two parties that influence press, especially 

after the events of the Palestinian division in 2007. Despite the preoccupation of the 

Palestinian press with the political events surrounding it and it did not overlook the side 

of its neighboring countries, which may affect its relationship with Palestine directly. 

Turkey has been associated with the Palestinian cause for a long time, where 

Palestine was part of the Ottoman Empire until the British occupation in 1922, The 

Turkish position towards Palestine is based on political and national considerations, in 

which it maintains strategic relations with Israel (Al-Sharati, 2011: 67) The various 

political and historical changes in Palestine and Turkey have influenced in some way the 

process of relations between the political parties in Palestine, especially after Turkey 

announced through several press statements that the Palestinian elections that took place 

on 25 January 2006, free and fair elections and called on the world to respect the choice 
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of the Palestinian people, there was a state of dissatisfaction with this Turkish call from 

several Palestinian and non-Palestinian parties (Al-Ajrami, 2015: 19). 

Turkey has worked in the era of Justice and Development Party to play an active 

role in the regional and global level. The goal is to turn Turkey into a central country, so 

that it becomes a force within the global system, in addition to changing Turkey's 

official compass towards the Palestinian cause. Therefore, for the Palestinians, Turkey is 

considered to be the special state that stood with them in all the recent wars that took 

place. It was and continues to be supported financially and morally, this association may 

have a clear effect on individuals. 

According to study discourse is generally the subject of multiple studies, seen in 

terms of its views, means and mechanisms of action. Discourses vary, in general, to 

create influence or to persuade the cause. All discourse participated as a message in their 

mission to evolve and overcome persuasion in order to bring about change, what 

distinguishes news discourse is how to approach the event, as it differs from literature in 

terms of language, the language of literature depends on the breach and creativity and 

sometimes ambiguity, while the media discourse is based on familiarity of language. 

Hence, the study will focus on analyzing the news discourse as a multi-theme. Depends 

on the methods of treatment, communication methods, different methods and the 

advantage that it may be sound, visual, written and electronic. 

The study contains 4 chapters, the first part focuses on the role of the Palestinian 

press in shaping opinions about the issues by mentioning the history of the Palestinian 

press and the great role it plays in shaping public opinion and also focuses on the 

historical and modern Turkish relations. Chapter 2 contains the definition of discourse 

and the importance of news discourse in influencing society. The study is based on the 

methodology of discourse analysis, through which the news will be analyzed in the two 

papers of the study "Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah and Filistin" for the year 2017. It analyzes 

the news of discourse covering the Turkish political events in that year, Al-Hayat Al-

Jadeedah newspaper was chosen as the official newspaper of the Palestinian Authority in 

West Bank, through which its role in influencing the society towards Turkey will be 

studied. Filistin newspaper, which is the voice of Hamas movement in Palestine, This 
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newspaper is banned from publication in the West Bank, due to its editorial policy 

different from Al Hayat newspaper. Chapter 3 analyzes the discourse of news in these 

newspapers during 2017 and compares them. In the last chapter reviews the main 

findings in addition to the recommendations of the study, which may benefit researchers 

on media and the political situation in Palestine. 
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FIRST CHAPTER 

THE PALESTINIAN PRESS AND ITS IMPACT ON THE PALESTINIAN 
SOCIETY  
 
1.1. Representation in Media   

Representation is the process of constructing, describing, manipulating, or 

encoding the views of reality by "media". Point of views can be people, places, events, 

cultural identities or abstract ideas (Chandler, 1995: 2-5). According to Paul Long and 

Tim wall (2009, 203), Representation is something that is described or depicted in order 

to bring it into mind by describing, drawing or imagining. It also means "symbolizes" or 

represents a model or alternative. 

In the modern Arab criticism on the concept of representation, especially in 

narrative studies where the narration is the task of representing historical, social and 

religious references, with this expansion in the use of the term is still ambiguity hovering 

on it and it is not hidden by many critics. As considered by the Arab thinker Abdullah 

Ibrahim as an isolated from its linguistic and cultural contexts and is used in a random 

manner that does not take into account the limits of the concept, nor its effectiveness in 

the field that embraces it. All this leads to a conceptual chaos, in order to draw the 

boundaries of the concept of representation and its function in narrative. These assets 

reveal their ability to be included in narrative studies in which the concept of 

representation is a central concept related to narrative function (Ibrahim, 2009). 

Representation systems are the means through which the interests of ideologies 

are formulated; these "attitude" systems are their themes. All texts, although "realistic" 

may seem, are simplified representations rather than mere transparent reflections, 

recordings, or copies of an existing reality, representations that become familiar through 

constant reuse become "normal" and non-compact. Representation is eclectic and 

unavoidable and introduces some things and background to others. It has historical 

motives and facts. (Chandler, 1995: 2-5). 

It can be said that the media images, regardless of being realistic or highly 

invested in reality, realism can never be completely sincere, especially as a result of the 
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nature of decisions taken in their production. Media Images Regardless of being realistic 

or highly invested in reality, realism can never be completely sincere, especially as a 

result of the nature of the decisions made in its production, because representation 

occurs through all forms of media work, verbal rhetoric words used in written reports 

and texts. Media images are limited in their representation of the world and texts provide 

structures for the world. The idea of distorting the facts that often arise arises here in 

order to restrict representations in terms of being accurate or misleading. They may 

exhibit a positive image that would block any negative images (Long & Wall, 2009: 

204-206). This is confirmed by Chandler that many methods can be used for acting, such 

as language, painting, photography, television ..., these methods work to describe and 

symbolize different perspectives from within the event or reality. In the media when 

representing a fact or event, it is done by choosing what will be apparent in the subject 

and what to conceal, as well as by choosing carefully organized elements. It may be 

different from real reality either to improve its image or distort it. In acting, emphasis 

may be placed on one area without the other, all due to the previous goal for specific 

goals set by the media, or the writer (Chandler, 1995: 2-5). 

Representation in the media and in the print media in particular, presents 

information directly about the world. However, any representation image cannot provide 

a complete picture of it. Simple facts may be manipulated but "influencing", which can 

affect the reader's understanding negatively or positive towards the case represented. 

Hence the importance of the role played by the media in influencing the recipient and 

directing public opinion towards specific issues. 

1.2. The Importance of Press in the Social Life   

The progress of nations and peoples is measured by their transparency and the 

spread of science and opinion among members of their society and the higher the level 

of its scientific people, the newspaper, increased the level of giving and expanded the 

spread and people follow it and monitor what you are talking about the columns of 

articles that address some aspects of life and shed light on the negative aspects of society 

(Suwailem, 2012). For this great role played by press, which many considered to be the 
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fourth authority, it is considered necessary and indispensable to its mission and its 

important impact in the life of society. 

Media is a fourth authority; it does not mean that the relationship between the 

government and  press is hostile and not the opposite, it is an independent relationship 

and this is what happens in most civilized countries that have made great strides in this 

field, Hence, the importance of  press lies in the goals for which it works for the life of 

society and it’s in the news, media, explanation, interpretation, tracking and guidance to 

meet the wishes and needs of the public. According to Tokgöz (1981: 4) Newspapers, 

magazines, radio and television, which play an important role in contemporary 

journalism, operate as mass media. They are trying to define the world, in short, to tell 

people what is happening in their immediate and remote environments. 

However, the role of press from one country to another around the world may 

vary depending on the constraints placed by some countries on them, which may affect 

the degree of importance in society. This press is important in the developed countries 

and the others look at the examiner's eyes, judging by the reality of finding and assisting 

them and supporting them with money and guidance so that they can perform their 

mission as required (Ajrami, 2015: 5). Therefore, press plays a major role in uncovering 

the negatives and informing citizens of the events taking place and contribute to the 

solution of solutions to the problems of society and express the concerns of this 

community, therefore, the free voice and the main channel between the citizens and 

officials who can through the publication of the evaluation of their plans to the benefit of 

all. 

As “The role of the media and press freedom in society” which is media law 

handbook for southern Africa. It is important to say that there is no homogeneous 

"informational" entity. Indeed, a certain part of the role of the media is largely 

determined by a combination of factors related to the nature of the media itself. In 

particular content (news or current affairs versus entertainment and light news) 

regardless of the means used (print, radio or the Internet). Thus the media plays a 

different number of roles in society, including being useful, educational or entertaining. 
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Thus, it can be said that the publication of newspapers as a major force has been 

achieved by increasing the rate of literacy in the world (Tokgöz, 1981: 4). 

While there are some broad political models that characterize the media, or part 

of media in some countries through which one can distinguish between the different 

tasks and roles played by media in society.  According to Nordenstreng (2006: 2),  

Kilford Christians proposed four roles for the media on the basis of relations with 

dominant political and economic forces on the one hand and community citizens on the 

other. As the following rules: 

1. Monitoring: reporting power 

2. Facilitation: To serve civil society 

3. Radical function: to question the political system 

4. Cooperative function: to serve the state and other institutions of power 

For this reason, knowing what is happening in the world to contemporary man is 

one of the basic necessities; always wants to be in solidarity with its close or distant 

colleagues. This convergence and solidarity in the form of interest, curiosity and interest 

in receiving information is reflected in his reaction to happiness or dissatisfied (Tokgöz, 

1981: 23). 

In the end, the founder of the French newspaper Le Monde says the big daily 

newspapers were and will be a large industrial and commercial establishment but they 

will not be - and should not be - nor can they be just that. They are the means of the 

individual to obtain information, it enables him to judge things and reach a certain 

thought about them (Sabat, 1987: 332). 

1.3. The Power Effect of Press in Forming Public Opinion 
 
1.3.1. Public Opinion 

Before determining the strength of press influence on the formation of public 

opinion, we must understand the beginning of what is public opinion? The quest to 
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determine the public opinion categorically, according to the studies did not make 

progress, because there is more than a concept for public opinion and some became 

almost unusable (Neumann, 1998: 332). German historian Renka knows that public 

opinion is the closest expression of movements or internal trends not visible in public 

life. While the German politician Bismarck says that the real public opinion is formed 

within the life of the people and that they are political, religious and social elements 

(Adly, 2005: 18). According to Erakan Yoksel, if different groups living in society have 

different views and positions on different issues, it would not be correct to say that 

public opinion is the majority opinion only (Yüksel, 2007: 572). 

It is therefore possible to say that public opinion may be the declared perception 

of a general issue that entails a certain position, or this perception may have different 

ways of achieving a goal.  It is essential that public opinion be restricted to a particular 

time and place. At the same time, it cannot be said that this public opinion is a general 

popular mood or a general popular will that may apply to all. 

According to Mukhtar al-Tuhami, public opinion was divided into three 

categories according to the force of influence (Adly, 2005: 19): 

1. The leading public opinion, which means the conscious intellectual group to 

which public opinion is guided in society. 

2. The learner Public opinion and consists of the category that read and absorb 

information and views, a class of the center is greatly influenced by the views of the first 

category and transferred to the next category. 

Finally 3. The submissive Public opinion and consists of the blackness of the 

great people. 

It is possible to say that public opinion and its composition are greatly affected by the 

quality of press and the means of communication, because it is directly affected. 
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1.3.2. The Influence of Press on the Formation of Public Opinion 

            The earliest concepts of the effects of the media - as their direct effects arose 

from the convergence of events (Moy& Bosch, 2013: 292), these effects have directly 

and indirectly created a public opinion caused by press and the media in general. For 

example, in the United States in 1906, Abtur Sinclair published an article entitled "The 

Jungle." This article raised the passion of the American public and led them to adopt 

federal laws and an oversight agency that later became the Ministry of Food and Drug 

Administration (Moy& Bosch, 2013: 292). 

By arranging information in the news structures with opponents, central conflicts 

and presentation in the narrative. Journalists receive news of the world in the form of 

information but stories which were wrote by journalists and took through their lenses 

that interpret their interpretation of events can sometimes fill the instincts of followers, 

which in turn form public opinion through fact-finding and investigation (Jamieson 

&Waldman, 2002: 1). 

Therefore, media has a large role in terms of its impact on public opinion and to 

provide the public with as much correct information as possible or clear facts, to the 

extent that such as the safety in information or facts is the media in itself sound and 

strong, accordingly, it will have a strong and strong impact and a direct response to 

public opinion, Hence the importance of the media to public opinion led to their use by 

rulers and ruled to influence the making of political decision. 

The influence of media on public opinion can be summed up according to 

Khorshid (2011: 80), 

1. Stability: The media mostly work to maintain the status quo and keep it the 

same, due to the fact that the media are influenced by the attitudes and expectations 

prevailing in the community and therefore come their product affected and reflected. 

2. Change the opinion, the media can change the views of the public by choosing 

the type of news presented, the way it is displayed, commenting on it, changing trends or 

maintaining it as it is. 
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3. Identify priorities, by highlighting or ignoring topics, or by amplifying and 

exaggerating. 

4. Select the options offered, the media to choose what they see is appropriate for 

the public and put through the thought and philosophy and vision of events. 

Finally 5. Highlighting some personalities and their prominence, as well as 

selecting the facts and events in the covering news. 

In addition to considering the importance of the role played by press in forming 

public opinion, newspapers were considered the most powerful media and the most 

capable of forming public opinion and shaping the public's conscience through its 

articles, comments, news, investigations, pictures and cartoons, all this attracts the 

attention of the continental in an effective and successful manner. It is important to note, 

however, that role of press is different in forming public opinion and influencing it 

according to the different regimes, which view press from different angles and take 

different positions depending on the size of freedom enjoyed by press in each country. 

1.4. The Influence of Press on the Formation of Political Awareness 
 
1.4.1. Political Awareness 

Press plays great importance in shaping political awareness, it refers to the extent 

of the citizen's knowledge of his political rights, facts and political events and it is also 

known as a branch of social consciousness. Political awareness allows the citizen to 

understand, analyze, judge and determine position, which may arise through direct and 

indirect political guidance through formal and informal channels. 

It refers to social and political literature (political culture). It is a vision and a 

mental knowledge of the political ideas, practices and differences that surround the 

members of the political community through which to understand the political 

environment and take the appropriate position and thus the interaction and constructive 

influence in the overall political process. It should be pointed out here that the term 

political society means the society, which is covered by the authority of the state and its 

political system and it differs in its legal capacity from other authorities such as clan 
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authority, religious authority and family authority, which are referred to as non-political 

societies (Tuwirsh, 2012). 

Colin Wilson defined political consciousness as ideological perceptions, 

revolutionary intellectual concepts and political practices that make an individual have 

access to facts (Layla, 1993: 3). The professor of organizational analysis at Warwick 

Business School, Jean Hartley, says that the relationship with the government is the 

second on the list of what constitutes political awareness, with the need to build alliances 

that enable organizations to achieve their goals. Hartley believes that political awareness 

is more contextual in which individuals and organizations are in addition to being a 

structure of events and potential influences that may have an impact in the future and in 

unexpected ways (Saroha, 2016:575). 

For this, studying and knowing political awareness needs a political and 

democratic basis that respects human rights and fundamental freedoms (Petra 

University, 2013: 112). Therefore, it is impossible to deny the importance of forming 

political awareness in the industry of the event on the ground and to work to change or 

develop these events in view of the appropriate situation. 

1.4.2. The Importance of Political Awareness 

The importance of political awareness came from the importance of politics in 

human life, "Reasonable" political awareness is the first element of public awareness of 

a person, they will therefore be able to make comparisons between what they sees, hears 

and reads from different political matters. Therefore, the importance of basic awareness 

is crucial. The more general political awareness in society is, the less likely is the 

existence of political corruption and vice versa. This explains the positive impact it has 

on the advancement and progress of nations (Fadel, 2011). 

Political awareness is the practical and effective application of democracy. 

Because it makes the individual look at the issues of his country in an analytical and 

conscious manner. as well as raise political awareness of the ability of individuals to the 

analysis of the objective and scientific events, immune to the false consciousness 

transmitted by sectarianism or racism or even partisan. 
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While underdeveloped communities suffer from a pervasive awareness of false 

consciousness, that imaginary and non-conforming consciousness and the establishment 

of false consciousness became a science taught, has its laws and strategies and its 

publication aims to create an awareness that serves the ideology that the authorities and 

the authorities want to establish in the community. The various branches of the state 

serve this purpose through official and private media, official religious institutions and 

educational curricula taught in schools and universities. The ideologue may be aware of 

its fragility and falsity but it is not interested in the truth of what is being raised as much 

as it is interested in achieving loyalty and subordination appropriate to the survival of its 

project, whatever that project (Alloush, 2016). 

Press is one of the most important factors affecting the development of political 

awareness, they play a major role in the consolidation of political values, through the 

provision of information to individuals and the composition of their political orientation 

and it also has a role in the process of political formation and urged individuals to 

participate politically (Yaqub, 2015: 25). Thus, the media includes all aspects of 

communicative activity that provide the human with all facts and knowledge, as 

communication is a driving force of society, leading to a dynamic and influential 

interactive movement, communication is a social process, conducted in a particular 

environment, affecting and influencing it and there is interaction between 

communication and society (Al-Tai, 2017). 

Media plays a positive role in creating political awareness if there is an 

appropriate environment to do so it needs the skills required to broadcast the kind of in-

depth reports that he requires to make this political awareness, at the same time, they 

need mechanisms to ensure their accountability to the public, so as to respect ethical and 

professional standards. According to thinkers, the media has the potential to influence, 

which does not take a direct picture but rather indirectly forms political awareness and at 

an accelerated pace without notice. The thinker Abdul Basit Abdul Muti that the 

importance of the role played by the media, depends on the nature of the relationship 

between it and the political, social systems prevailing in any country. Some pointed to 

the fact that the media process through the media, culture moves through the ideology of 
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society. The ideology of society is a changing concept, meaning that it is determined by 

intellectual and cultural trends and political trends (Al-Tai, 2017). Therefore, the great 

role played by media in various forms in the formation of political awareness, is 

becoming more important in the Arab world, for example due to the high illiteracy and 

the extraordinary decline of reading, many people build their ideas based on what they 

see, hear or read. 

1.5.  Press in Palestine 

The Palestinian media is different from the rest of the media in the world due to 

the special political conditions it has lived and has been living for decades. Throughout 

history, Palestinians have contributed to building a human civilization and their 

fingerprints are clear and well known, Palestine was in constant competition with the 

Egyptian and Lebanese media schools in the 1930s and 1940s. Palestine after the 

Palestinian Nakba in 1948, the media took one approach in the news coverage, namely 

"Revolutionary News” Therefore, the Palestinian press continues to focus daily and 

heavily on the political events and the subsequent opinions, reports and articles, at the 

expense of other topics. In this section we will talk about the history of the Palestinian 

press. 

1.5.1 The History of the Palestinian Press 

Before the advent of the Palestinian press, the Palestinians relied heavily on the 

Syrian, Lebanese and Egyptian press. In 1878 two newspapers, Al-Quds al-Sharif and 

al-Ghazal, appeared in that period (Khouri, 1986: 3). The newspaper Al-Quds Al-Sharif 

under the supervision of the Ottoman government, issued in Arabic and Turkish, was 

edited by the Arab section, Sheikh Ali al-Rimawi, The Turkish section was edited by 

Abdel Salam Kamal and was the first official newspaper on behalf of the government 

and issued monthly (Abu Shanab, 1988: 29). 

The Palestinian press was affected at a time by the various political, social and 

military conditions it experienced. Therefore, the dominant feature of the Palestinian 

press was the characterization of mass mobilization and incitement to defend the land. 
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Therefore, press passed through five stages from the Ottoman era until today (Khouri, 

1986: 27). 

1.5.1.1. Ottoman Rule of 1876-1918 

As mentioned above, the first newspaper published in Palestine in 1876 was Al-

Quds Al-Sharif, However, the year 1908 is the starting point of press in Palestine after 

the declaration of the Ottoman Constitution, which provided for the issuance of 

newspapers (Abu-Shanab, 1996), However, the absence of press experience, the early 

journalists have borne the burden of responsibility they do not have experience and do 

not know how to manufacture. Not only was press activity in the Ottoman era limited to 

political newspapers but several literary magazines appeared, along with the emergence 

of several comic magazines (Khouri, 1986: 29). 

The Ministry of Knowledge in Istanbul, responsible for press affairs, this 

ministry was strict in the supervision and laws,  press served the local needs and led to 

the strengthening of the local spirit and sense of awareness newspapers were a platform 

for men of reform and the holders of the National Brigade and the owners of newspapers 

to address the problems that were complaining of the country until the call for reform of 

the most important resources, most of the newspapers ceased publication for the 

outbreak of the First World War for four years and remained the same until the 

beginning of the British Mandate in 1917 (Aqqad, 1966: 7). 

 

1.5.1.2. British Mandate Period 1918-1948 

The Palestinian press at this stage witnessed rapid development because of the 

efforts to revive education at the elementary and secondary levels to improve the image 

of the British Mandate in front of the Palestinian people but the mandate was not less 

stringent than the Ottoman rule, press saw great persecution in this period but its tried to 

fulfill its mission despite the laws set by Britain (Khouri, 1986: 30-31). 

In the period between 1919 and 1948, a large number of newspapers and 

magazines were published. The number of newspapers and magazines reached 1241, of 
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which 41 newspapers were Arabic and the owners were foreign and five were in 

different foreign languages and the owners were Arab. The newspapers varied between 

politics, economy, literature and religion but the political journalism grew at the expense 

of others subjects (Khouri, 1986: 30-31). "The Palestinian News" An official newspaper 

issued by the British army command after the mandate in 1924. 

During this period, the Palestinian press played a prominent role in the popular 

Qassam revolution between 1936 and 1939. It was the effective weapon in mobilizing 

the Palestinian citizen from the dangers of Zionism and British colonization, the British 

Mandate government was aware of the prominent role played by press and tightened its 

grip on the newspapers. Thirty-four newspapers were suspended and 11 publications 

were banned. Eleven newspapers received official warnings during this period 

(Sulayman, 1988:124). 

1.5.1.3. The Palestinian Press under the Egyptian and Jordanian 
Administrations 1948-1967 

This stage is divided into two parts. After the Nakba war in 1948 and the 

declaration of the so-called State of Israel on the land of Palestine, the areas of the West 

Bank and East Jerusalem were subject to Jordanian rule, while the Gaza Strip became 

subject to the supervision of the Egyptian administration. Therefore, these new 

conditions were reflected in the reality of the Palestinian press and it became normal for 

each region to be subject to the laws of the administration controlled by press in the 

West Bank. While the Gaza Strip press has been linked to the administration of the 

Egyptian military ruler. 

1.5.1.3.1. The West Bank under the Jordanian Administration 

At this stage, opinions were divided into a category that praised the period.  press 

witnessed a great recovery, opened the doors for the Palestinians and created the 

conditions for free press, especially between 1951-1957, three leading newspapers, 

Jerusalem, the Defense newspaper and the Jihad newspaper were also established during 

that period, most of which ceased to exist after the 1967 war (Abu-Ayyash, 1987: 18). 
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While some saw that the integration of the Jordanian government, the Palestinian 

newspapers with the Jordanian led to serious damage to the Palestinian newspapers in 

the West Bank, which led to the weakening of these newspapers and stand in the face of 

development and the suppression of freedoms, including the freedom of expression of 

opinion (The Palestinian Encyclopedia, 1984: 451) 

1.5.1.3.2. Gaza Strip under the Egyptian Administration 

 Press in the Gaza Strip began to lag behind other Palestinian areas, Kiava, 

Jerusalem and Haifa, where the first newspaper in the Gaza Strip was issued in 1927 in 

the name of the voice of "right", the Gaza Strip during the period of the Egyptian 

administration period of cultural revival (Abu-Shanab, 1988: 112). However, the sector 

remained in force British Mandate laws, in addition to the Egyptian emergency laws, 

Moreover, the Egyptian Penal Code, this has led to the weakening of the Palestinian 

press in the Gaza Strip with the decline of its performance, which has been subjected to 

strict Egyptian military control (Khalaf, 2004: 22). 

1.5.1.4. The Palestinian Press after the 1967 War until 1994 

After the 1967 war, all the Arab newspapers in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip 

stopped publishing, However, the Israeli occupation authorities and to fill the media 

vacuum issued the newspaper "Alyawm", which also failed, In 1968, it returned to a 

second newspaper, the news, which was more maneuverable than its predecessor but it 

was absent from the national platforms, where there was a national consensus to boycott 

all circles of the Israeli occupation and its institutions (Ashour, 1985: 80). 

In late 1967 several newspapers were published, including Al-Quds newspaper, 

which was issued after the merger of the newspapers of "Al-defa" and "Al-jihad" 

(Ashour, 1985: 81). For sure, press under an occupation government will face a lot of 

difficulties and suppression of freedoms and restrictions on the freedom and movement 

of  press and journalists, one of the most prominent of these problems exposed to the 

Israeli military censorship and military, 
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And restricting them through temporary and permanent closure and restricting 

and restricting the distribution process and assault on the workers in the field of 

journalism and control the deployment through the military censor, for their conviction 

that these newspapers are inciting against the occupation and developing the national 

spirit. Although  press in this period suffered the most but this did not prevent the 

issuance of a large number of newspapers and magazines, despite the lack of potential 

and tried to perform its mission despite the obstacles and dealt with these newspapers 

national issues and focused on sharpening the motivation and awareness of citizens. 

1.5.1.5.  Press after the Arrival of the Palestinian Authority in 1994 until 
Today 

The situation did not differ after the arrival of the Authority from the previous 

stages but it worked on the regulation of  press and Publication Law, which regulates the 

relationship between the authority and  press but the relationship of power with  press 

remained like other stages, the relationship of observer and narrower to  press and 

journalists. 

The policy of ignorance, obscenity and persecution by the occupation authorities 

has not disappeared but is still continuing even with the arrival of the Palestinian 

Authority but their arrival has begun to reassure  press generation capable of confronting 

these events. In 1994, Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah, a newspaper close to the Palestinian 

Authority, was published. Al-Watan, the mouthpiece of Hamas, was published but 

closed for political reasons and many newspapers and magazines. 

Now in Palestine, "Filistin" daily newspaper published in the Gaza Strip and 

banned in the West Bank and it is the largest circulation daily newspaper in the Gaza 

Strip. It was founded in 2006 and three newspapers, Al-Quds, It is the largest circulation 

daily newspaper in the Palestinian territories. Was Founded in 1951. Al-Ayam based in 

Ramallah, was founded in 1995 and Al-Hayat Al- Jadeedah.  Press their trying to create 

a positive impact on the Palestinian public opinion and influence in the world public 

opinion. However, lately there have been many voices calling for amending the law of 

printing and protecting press due to the difficult political situation in Palestine. 
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1.6. The Role of the Palestinian Press 

Palestine's special political situation is imperative for the Palestinian society to 

be a media follower in the first place, according to studies and research, the majority of 

Palestinians are exposed to the media in all its forms on a daily basis, it is necessary for 

any Palestinian to be a follow-up to the media before leaving his home, so he knows the 

political situation and the course of things around him. The Palestinian motive to follow 

the media is the rapid events taking place in the Palestinian arena, this reflects the 

special Palestinian political reality, which is the main concern of the majority of the 

members of Palestinian society and this also demonstrates the awareness of various 

political and social issues. 

The importance of the Palestinian media is that it came to clarify the tragedy 

experienced by the Palestinians by exposing the crimes of the occupation in its true form 

and the tools used to kill the Palestinian people, Hence, the role in balancing the opinion 

of the local and global public, as the world public opinion often tends to the Zionist 

narrative and convinced. The most prominent feature of the Palestinian media in general 

is its role in supporting the Palestinian popular struggle and exposing the practices of the 

occupation, where the Palestinian media formed a media army in the field through pens 

and cameras and was able to be a strong supporter of the most justice issue of the history 

(Wanni, 2017). 

In addition, the new media provided tools and large spaces for Palestinian 

journalists and journalists to express their opinions and disseminate the information and 

images that Israel had tried to conceal and purge, thus exposing the lies of the Israeli 

media. In order to detail the role of the Palestinian media, which was clearly marked by 

a start with the beginning of the second intifada, the "Al-Aqsa intifada in 2000" no one 

can deny what the media presented at that time, as they tried to enter into a real battle in 

support of the Palestinian right, According to the conference, which was held at the 

Islamic University in 2002, the most important things achieved by the Palestinian media 

were identified, first by explaining the suffering of the Palestinian people in their battle 

with the enemy, its worked to clarify the positive and negative effects of the Intifada, 

mobilizing public opinion towards the resistance and the most important role he played 
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was exposing the enemy's practices . These points highlight the importance of the role of 

the Palestinian media in influencing the life of the individual Palestinian, while some 

international organizations accused it of inciting the operations described by the 

terrorist. 

To understand the occupation of the important role played by the Palestinian 

media and how it was further fueling the spark of the Intifada, or expose their practices 

in the aggression on Gaza, the Israeli occupation forces have obstructed the movement 

of media workers between the Palestinian areas and prevent them from covering what 

the occupation forces are doing, in addition to targeting the headquarters of some 

newspapers and direct fire on journalists and the assassination of some and their 

martyrdom, as well as the ongoing arrests against them (Wanni, 2017), violating all 

values and rights that call for freedom of opinion and expression and freedom of  press. 

1.6.1. The Influence of the Palestinian Press on the Palestinian Society 

The role of the Palestinian press in mobilizing Palestinian public opinion has 

been great at some stages, if anything, the Palestinian press plays an important role in 

influencing Palestinian society, it may be a factor of movement on the ground. 

According to a study conducted by Nasser al-Mahdi and Musa Hellas (2010: 160-168), 

86% of the respondents confirm that the media influence the increase of political 

awareness to them effectively. The study added that the Palestinian media added to their 

knowledge of some social and political issues. These figures, in a study of Palestinian 

youth at Al-Azhar University, indicate that the Palestinian media directly affects 

political awareness and knowledge of social and political issues. 

The Palestinian media plays a role in the behavioral influences on individuals, 

through the method used by the media. In this section, examples will be given of the role 

of the Palestinian press in influencing Palestinian society. In every escalation, war or 

uprising, the Palestinian media worked to broadcast national songs alongside pictures 

and videos from areas of clashes or Israeli shelling, the national songs have worked 

alongside reports in the Palestinian media to fuel the Palestinian people and accompany 

them with popular donations on the ground. While the second Israeli television channel 
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revealed that Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu had asked the Palestinian president not to 

allow national and Hamas songs to be broadcast in the media, claiming that they incite 

Palestinian youth to engage in resistance operations (Al-Safadi, 2015). 

In the first Intifada in 1987, the radio played a major role in influencing the 

morale of the Palestinians. It was working to spread positions and points of 

confrontation with the occupation, it did not work to inform people and tell them but 

people were taking escalatory steps by going to those points and facing the Israeli 

occupation. 

The Role of Media Resistance media have called on people to confront the 

occupation, confront it and defend the detainees or the trapped. After the emergence of 

local channels and the outbreak of the second intifada in 2000, Palestine lost many 

journalists between Shahid, prisoner and wounded but they played a major role in the 

transfer of events under curfew, "In that period its cannot know when and where to 

prevent roaming but the local channels were providing us with urgent news about these 

details," so the Palestinian citizen trusted the Palestinian media with great confidence, 

made them believe everything published. 

In the third intifada "Al-Quds", the new media played a big role in transferring 

the events from the news to the ground. The media then became a guide for the 

demonstrators. The social means of communication, an effective tool for transporting 

Palestinians to the street and the transfer of a map of events and news, became a window 

for the Palestinians to learn about events, especially in the areas of clashes with 

worshipers inside Jerusalem. These means have become a guide for demonstrators in 

how to confront occupation attacks, providing daily information on contact points and 

numbers of injured and detained. Their images became a symbol of resistance and a 

challenge to occupation. 

 “Facebook imposes an electronic blockade on the Palestinians”, this headline is 

mentioned in a news report about the repression caused by the administration of 

Facebook as a kind of stand with the occupation in their crimes. In a move that was 

repeated many times during the third Palestinian intifada, These closures came from the 
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administration of the site, after a series of meetings recently gathered a number of 

leaders of the occupation and management of Facebook, which appeared to be clear to  

pressure by closing those pages. The situation has not ended at this point and the 

occupation has not only closed the pages but beyond the transfer of repression to the 

ground because of these sites (Mustafa: 2017). 

Israel monitors the Palestinians from the air, the sea, the land and even in the 

social media sites, in light of the high level of security obsession and arrests anyone who 

calls for demonstrations or defense of the Aqsa. In the last statistics form Israel’s 

Haaretz newspaper reported that 400 Palestinians arrested for Facebook posts. The 

occupation authorities have long considered the Palestinian media to be the strongest 

supporter of the resistance and the media is always incited to what it called terrorist 

operations. 

For examples in the last Intifada some considered said that social media was a 

tool of death; it encouraged many and without thinking to sacrifice themselves. Social 

media is the new enabler of random terror. It spreads rumors and lies and provides role 

models and incentive for copycats. It gives instructions on how best to kill, who to kill 

and why to kill, all without fingerprints. There is no organization to formally accept 

responsibility for its actions, no recruiting bureau where potential recruits can be 

watched, no ammunition belts, explosives and arms, all of which leave behind 

intelligence trails (Hirsh Goodman, 2016: 5). 

As for the international news, it has been of great importance in forming the 

appropriate political awareness according to the policy of this media medium. For 

example, at dawn on Saturday and after the failed coup attempt in Turkey, the 

Palestinian media in the Gaza Strip called on citizens to take to the streets in celebration 

of the failure of the military coup attempt and only hundreds of citizens except to go out 

to the streets in the early hours and a number of mosques in the city of Gaza after they 

prayed they ask the prayers to go out in the street, to celebrate the failure of the coup 

attempt desperate in Turkey (Darawsha, 2016). 
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The Palestinian media dealt with the events moment by moment, until the 

follow-up of daily news and analysis became of great importance to the Palestinian 

citizen, which is influenced and influenced by these news, because the confidence built 

by the media, especially after the second intifada, made him prestige and his name in the 

hearts of citizens but soon began to reduce this confidence with the emergence of 

partisan media and the Palestinian division. 

 

1.7. Palestinian Division 

The Oslo agreement came as a conduit for the unity of the Palestinian people and 

its national rights, as stipulated in the decisions of the Palestine Liberation Organization 

and the international conventions. The land has been fragmented and disconnected, not 

only between the West Bank, the Gaza Strip and Jerusalem but also between the West 

Bank and the Gaza Strip by dividing the land into four levels where the actual control 

remains for the Israelis. The essence of the conflict has been torn apart, replaced by 

transient life issues and national rights have been reduced by procedural partial demands 

related to the civilian needs of the Palestinians. The newly created power has the 

sovereignty and resources to satisfy them, having been a genuine national policy of 

liberation and independence (Ezbidi, 2016: 83). “Hence the point of contention". 

The second legislative elections were held in the Palestinian Authority on 

25.1.2006. These elections were marked by the participation of most of the known 

Palestinian factions, including those that opposed the Oslo Accords except for Islamic 

Jihad. At the head of these factions was Hamas, which refused to enter the institutions of 

the Palestinian Authority, Hamas won a majority of the seats in the Palestinian 

Legislative Council and formed a single Palestinian government. This government faced 

many difficulties and pressures until a national unity government headed by Ismail 

Haniyeh was agreed upon (Alhajjar, 2011: 152-153). The internal and external 

pressures, the blockade of the Gaza Strip and the severance of salaries have led to 

internal fighting between Hamas and Fatah. Hamas seized control of the Gaza Strip and 

seized control of the West Bank. The Palestinian Authority president announced the 
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removal of the government and the appointment of a caretaker government in the West 

Bank and since that date began the roots of a real split in the structure of the Palestinian 

Authority politically, administratively and legally. 

Many reconciliation agreements have been signed, all of which have failed. Until 

today, the problem of Palestinian division has not been resolved. Gaza Strip has been 

under siege for almost 12 years. Hamas administers the Gaza Strip, while the Palestinian 

Authority administers the West Bank. Consequently, many different political, economic 

and even media issues have taken place. 

1.7.1. The Role of Media during the Palestinian Division  

For 12 years, the media have become an important part of the internal struggle 

between the Fatah and Hamas movements, at least by virtue of the supreme policies that 

shape and control the media orientations of various kinds, both visual and audio and 

even through social networks. The Palestinian media in the West Bank support the 

Palestinian Authority because some of them receive direct support from the Palestinian 

Authority or tend to support Hamas. In the Gaza Strip, most media outlets follow the 

Palestinian factions, some of them supporting Hamas. No independent media can be 

mentioned in Gaza, as can be seen in the West Bank but with "self-censorship" in favor 

of appeasing the Authority and avoiding confrontation with it. 

The effect of the split was not limited to the performance of the journalists but 

rather the journalist itself, so that journalists became unionists in the West Bank and 

Gaza. Many journalists lined up with one side of the divide (Alrjoub, 2013). The 

majority of the Palestinian public believes that the local media contributed to the internal 

division. The results of the public opinion poll carried out by the Ramallah Center for 

Human Rights Studies on February 2009 indicated that 75% of the respondents believed 

that the local media contributes to the internal division (74%, 77% in the Gaza Strip). 

According to the same results, it is noticeable that the public in the West Bank and Gaza 

differed in everything except in this matter, which means a general Palestinian 

agreement on the role played by the local media in promoting the division in Palestinian 

society (Hamdan, 2012). 
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There is no independent press in Palestine, press in Palestine is split, with or 

against! With the Palestinian Authority in or against, with Hamas in Gaza or against it. 

On both sides, the media are disseminated based on the policies of these groups. On both 

sides, journalists are exposed to violence, arrest or detention if published against the 

other party. Hence, it is concluded that the Palestinian media are traditional, publishing 

only what the Palestinian Authority wants. 

 

 

1.8. Turkish-Palestinian Relations 
 
1.8.1 Ottoman Era and Beyond 

The Ottoman Empire was able to preserve the Palestinian identity and heritage 

(Saleh, 2010: 7). Turkey has a common history and close cultural and social relations 

with the Palestinian people for centuries. Palestine was part of the Ottoman Empire and 

this great empire was associated with Palestine in many respects, the most important 

being the religious factor in terms of the religious and spiritual status of Palestine. The 

Palestinian issue has long been an influential issue of Islamic feelings towards the 

challenges posed by the Zionists against Al Aqsa Mosque and Jerusalem, which is clear 

and clearly influenced by Turkey (Al-Ajrami, 2015: 87). After Ottoman Sultan Selim I's 

victory over the Mamluks, Palestine remained under the Ottomans until 1917, during 

that time, allowed to the Christians and Jews to practice their religious beliefs freely. 

Some said that all those who lived during that period remember the Ottoman period as 

one of the harmony between Muslims, Christians and Jews in Palestine and this balance 

was destroyed by the British. When the British High Commissioner for Palestine, 

Herbert Samuel, arrived in Palestine in 1920, he managed to write that he found "one 

whole Palestine". It was the British who reinforced divisions among the religious 

communities, divided Palestine and eventually paved the way for the Israeli occupation 

of all of Palestine today (Polley, 2017). 
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The Ottoman Empire realized early on the danger of the situation and the 

conferences surrounding Palestine, especially after the convening of the first Zionist 

conference in Switzerland in 1897, prompting the Ottoman state to take several 

measures aimed at establishing the city of Jerusalem and separating it from the rest of 

the states so that it can block the illegal Jewish immigrants through the port Beirut. The 

Ottoman authorities strongly resisted attempts to immigrate to Jerusalem in particular 

but the difficult economic and social conditions prompted some to sell part of their land 

and property to the Jews (Saleh, 2010: 7). The refusal of Sultan Abdulhamid II to settle 

the Jewish immigrants in Palestine caused Europe against him but the Palestinians still 

do not forget his role in repelling Jewish attempts to enter Palestine. When the Turkish 

Society of Turkey took control of the Ottoman Empire in 1908, it allowed the 

immigration of Jews to Palestine, the purchase of land and the establishment of 

settlements (Salhiye, 2009: 25). 

The Turkish military establishment proved to be the strongest player in political 

life after the Turkish Republic declared in 1923. (Saleh, 2010: 10) Turkey was the first 

Muslim-majority state to recognize Israel in 1949, even though it voted against the 1947 

United Nations (UN) partition resolution. Turkey was the first Muslim-majority state to 

recognize Israel in 1949, even though it voted against the 1947 UN partition resolution. 

Turkey began to consolidate its relations with the West. The Turkish government legally 

recognized the establishment of the State of Israel in 1950. Ambassadors were 

exchanged between the two countries in 1952 (Qudah, 2004). 

Turkey's transformation into a relationship with Arab and Muslim countries 

began in 1996, when it called for the formation of the Islamic Group of Eight (G8) when 

the Islamic Welfare Party took power under the leadership of Necmettin Erbakan. From 

here, relations with Palestine and the Palestinian issue began to gradually return as they 

were in the past. 

1.8.2. Relations After 2000 

Turkish-Israeli relations before and after this period were good on the political, 

economic and military levels but the Turkish policy after the February 28, 2000, Al-
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Aqsa Intifada, added a new strategic dimension to cooperate under the supervision of the 

main ministry such as Necmettin Erbakan. Turkey's interest in the Palestinian cause was 

not only one-sided with great interest in Turkey's foreign policy in the Middle East and 

Palestinian President Yasser Arafat was a Turkish politician (Aras, 2002: 56). Turkey 

has reached a stage that cannot prevent the Turkish public from maintaining contact with 

the Palestinian issue, while the Turkish media pointed to the inclusion of the former 

president of Suleyman Demirel to the Special Commission to investigate the escalation 

of violence in the occupied territories, the Turkish contribution in this endeavor was 

presented as The only possible contribution to the Palestinian cause (Aras, 2002: 59). 

It can be said that this period characterized Turkey in its prominent role in the 

Middle East in a remarkable manner and its presence is strong in the region, the 

Palestinian cause became an important part of its policy during this period and became 

even more evident after the ruling Justice and Development Party came to power in 

2002, in which Turkish-Palestinian relations were clearly marked. The Justice and 

Development Party’s foreign policy concept is based on a deep understanding of 

Turkey's history, cultural geography and the accumulation of successful policy (Al-

Zaatari, 2016:40:51). Despite the Islamist leanings of the Justice and Development Party 

and its leaders' efforts to deepen ties with the Palestinian side, it has not been able to 

deviate from the closure policy of relations between Ankara and Tel Aviv. Although the 

relationship has experienced some frost and vibration, it has continued to be active in all 

areas. (The Strategic Report for Palestine 2005) but Turkish-Israeli relations reached a 

low point in October 2010 after the Israeli aggression on the Marmara vessel, without 

giving sufficient time for any political maneuvers between the two parties. Several 

projects between the two sides were canceled (Al-Ajrami, 2015: 87). 

Turkish-Israeli relations are strained after sharp statements and harsh criticism 

against the backdrop of the Israeli escalation in Jerusalem and during the announced of 

President Trump to transfer of the US embassy to Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. 

Erdogan's remarks came as the president who does not fear Israel and the Palestinians 

considered Erdogan's words and statements to be stronger than the timid remarks of 

some Arab heads of state. 
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In a previous period, Turkey recorded a presence with regard to internal 

Palestinian relations, in its role as an intermediary for reconciliation between Fatah and 

Hamas and ending the state of Palestinian division.  In addition to the role played by its 

offices in the Palestinian territories, not to mention the important role of the media in 

highlighting the Palestinian issue and exposing the practices of the occupation. The great 

role that Turkey has played in the areas of relief and development in Gaza and the West 

Bank and its supportive attitude towards the Palestinians in the recent Al-Aqsa Mosque 

crisis, has made its role in the reconciliation file a popular Palestinian welcome. 

1.8.3. Turkey and Hamas 

Hamas, is a resistance Islamic movement, which is part of the Islamic 

Renaissance Movement, believes that this renaissance is the main entrance to its goal of 

liberating Palestine from the river to the sea. It is the largest Palestinian faction, 

according to the latest elections (Aljazeera, 2007). Its roots are Islamic. Its founders are 

ideologically linked to the Muslim Brotherhood. Moreover, Hamas and the Justice and 

Development Party are linked to the same movement. "There also appears to be 

ideological familiarity between the two", (Lindenstrauss & Kıvam, 2014: 10). Turkey 

regards Hamas as a legitimate political actor, not as a political body or a terrorist 

organization (Lindenstrauss & Kıvam, 2014: 10), in 2004, Erdogan described Israel as a 

"terrorist state" following the assassination of Hamas leaders. This statement brought 

great alarm on the Israeli side (SDE, 2011, 13). 

Since the start of Hamas in 1987, Israel has considered it as a terrorist 

organization. As it is an armed movement against Israel and from 2007 onwards. The 

United States and the European Union have recognized this organization as a terrorist 

organization because of the attacks, it has carried out against Israel at different times. 

However, in 2007, after the elections and the victory of Hamas, there was a 

rapprochement with Turkey (Denizelli, 2012). Hamas's relationship with Turkey has 

been linked to the rise of the Islamist-rooted AK Party, which has a special relationship 

with Hamas, where the Palestinian cause and the Al-Aqsa Mosque are a religious 

dimension that cannot be condoned. Justice and Development party deals with its 

declared political positions with Hamas as a political party elected by the Palestinian 
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people and part of the Palestinian political scene, not a resistance movement (Alhaj, 

2015). It can be said that the relations between Turkey and Hamas began to plummet, 

starting in 2006 after the organization received 44% of the Palestinian general elections. 

Since then, Turkey has been trying to broker a mediator between Hamas and the West. 

Relations reached its peak after the "Freedom Flotilla of Gaza" (Mavi Marmara), which 

sailed from Turkey in May 2010. It can be says that much of the leadership of Hamas 

moved to Turkey after the Syrian revolution. This move was accompanied by the 

knowledge and satisfaction of the Turkish state, which provided them with all kinds of 

support and political support. 

1.8.4. Turkey and Fatah 

The Palestine's Liberation Organization (PLO) was founded in 1964 with the aim 

of establishing an independent Palestinian state. It was announced during the meeting of 

the Arab League in Cairo. The main objective of the organization was to "liberate 

Palestine" through armed struggle. In 1988, the organization recognized Israel and 

declared its condemnation of terrorism (Interactive Aljazeera, 2015). 

In the 1970s, relations between Turkey and Israel became cold. One of the most 

important reasons was the established relations with the PLO in Turkey (SDE, 2011: 9). 

In 1984, President Evrin met PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat as a sort of rebalancing of 

relations between Israel and Palestine (Yılmaz, 2010: 14). In 1988, the second 

Palestinian independence document was declared in the Algerian capital, which 

stipulated the independence of the State of Palestine on the land of Palestine with 

Jerusalem as its eternal capital. 82 countries have recognized this independence and a 

number of Palestinian ambassadors have been deployed in a number of these countries. 

The League of Arab States and the Organization of the Islamic Conference were the first 

organizations to recognize and grant full membership to Palestine. Turkey was one of 

the most prominent non-Arab countries that ratified this resolution (Al-Saied, 2014). 

Moreover, Turkey recognized the Palestine's Liberation Organization s(PLO) in 1975 as 

the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people and then allowed the 

organization to open an office in Turkey in 1979 (Basel, 2011). 
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Turkey shares the same strategy with the Palestinian Authority, with the idea of 

peace with Israel, although the Turkish government's rapprochement with the Fatah 

movement is somewhat remote as a secular thought that does not fit the Islamic-oriented 

ideology of Justice and Development Party. The establishment of the Justice and 

Development Party Movement and Hamas as part of the Muslim Brotherhood, which 

they regard as illegitimate, was evident through cautious political dealings with them. 

This is the point of disagreement in the study. Turkey has always committed itself to 

stand by the Palestinians by providing material and political support to the Palestinian 

people. Turkish diplomacy has worked on more than one internal Palestinian file. For 

example, it has made an important effort in the context of Palestinian reconciliation. 

SECOND CHAPTER 

THE POWER OF NEWS AND NEWS DISCOURSE  
 
2.1. The Power of News Media 
 
2.1.1. The Definition of News 

In the simple definition of press news as a means of conveying information and 

new facts and happening and convey them in a realistic way related to the reality 

experienced by individuals and is interested in reading large numbers of the masses. Any 

news item should be serious and be of interest to the reader. One of the most important 

conditions for writing a news story is to focus on events of great importance and 

importance, as well as focus on the human aspect. In the opinion of many researchers 

that the basic condition of the news to take into account the objectivity in the drafting, so 

that the writer avoids the personal views and convey the news as it is, these things must 

be taken into account when writing any text of news. 

Jim Willis defines the news as representations of reality. It is not a reality in 

itself, has certain qualities, the news may be ideas conceived by the creators, may be 

written in a structure designed to suit their purpose, it may be written colloquially to fit a 

large and diverse audience, or it is closer to reality when it is actually accurate and 

contextual. The process of selecting a news item may be by one or a number of gate 
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guards. The editor, the reporter and even the sources may determine the process of 

selecting this news item. At the end of the options, the producer or editor may be 

rejected if the story of the story is incomplete or not worthy of broadcast or publication 

(Willis, 2007: 43-44). 

While news organizations may participate in the news industry in terms of 

standards and procedures and implement them in a very specific way, these standards 

are linked to many of the goals, values and strategic policies of this news organization. 

These standards are press releases on the one hand and others related to administrative 

and economic performance as well (Taylor, 2008: 9). 

Swedish scientists Johan Galtung and Marie Rogge in 1965 listed the most 

common news values, the news, which does not fit the criteria listed, is probably not 

news, this list has been rearranged into three groups (Mckane,2006: 2): 

1. Criteria for event occurrence (when and where, for example); 

            2. Criteria that pertain to the nature of the event itself, 

            3. The criteria that could be said to relate to the treatment of juveniles. 

Fraser Bond defines the news is a time report about anything exciting for a 

person and the good news is the news that interests the most readers (Fraser, 1961: 78). 

While Farrence Falez defines news which conveys certain information in a committed 

manner about concrete facts or reflects certain events in an intensive manner, as quickly 

as possible and should be realistic (Khadour, 1982: 15). 

 press release is all that matters to the largest number of people, despite their 

cultural, political, religious and intellectual differences, it is an instantaneous process of 

sudden events, in which these people are provided with knowledge about the reality of 

events occurring in specific areas in a given period of time, Mahmoud Alamadin defined 

it as "a quick report on a surprise event that contains the political elements of the event 

in a focused and concise manner, does not provide a satisfactory answer on all sides and 

is usually published in front-page newspapers as a kind of follow-up to current news 

developments". (Alamadin, 2001: 187) 
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In other words, the notion of media news in everyday usage implies the 

following concepts as T.van Dijk (1988:4): 

1. New information about events, things or persons. 

2. A (TV or radio) program type in which news items are presented. 

3. A news item or news report, i.e., a text or discourse on radio, on TV or in the 
newspaper, in which new information is given about recent events. 

The definition of the news and the criteria on which it is based differ from the 

existing ideologies in societies, for example in developing societies. There is no distinct 

concept of news or elements of news because of the nature of the political system in 

these societies. 

2.2. The Power of news 

News media have become a 24-hour newscast and have become an endless flow 

of images and information through air or newspapers, today, news media dominate news 

and presentations. Although major national and metropolitan newspapers remain 

important, especially for policymakers and political elites. It is still limited to 

broadcasting important news in local news, talk shows, the Internet and rewriting press 

rules (Henderson, 2004: 9). 

Before talking about the power of news in the media, comes the understanding of 

contemporary society and culture, of the claim that accurate understanding of the news 

is still essential to the understanding of the media, the news gives credibility and respect 

for media organizations, this credibility allows them to accumulate and exercise a certain 

form of power (Meikle, 2009: 4:5). The role of news is to exercise symbolic power by 

creating and distributing symbolic content and exchanging information in the form of 

different cultural skills and values. The exercise of power or symbolic power is centered 

on the definition of reality, they are not separate from other forms of power but are 

bound with them - political power, for example, generates resources of symbolic power 

(Alamadin, 2001: 187). 
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The media, with all its great power, influence and authority. Dominated 

newspapers and broadcast increasingly on the huge conglomerates that buy hundreds of 

outlets and producers of the media, they often face tight press releases (Schudson, 1995). 

These pressures come from policymakers, the political elite, or economic elite, to 

achieve profits and benefits. 

The power of news lies in the dissemination of knowledge to the public but in 

fact the nature of this knowledge changes, in terms of amplifying it and giving it an 

official character of importance and allowing people to work on that new knowledge in 

important ways. In essence, news becomes a cultural product, yet there is a role for the 

political side. The work of readers or viewers in influencing the political behavior of 

government officials or other elites is rarely clear (Alamadin, 2001: 188). According to 

Schudson, the acquisition of news is not only strength through its direct impact on the 

masses but by knowing that citizens alone can be effective from time to time. 

(Schudson, 1995) 

The power of media and news generally is symbolic and convincing, meaning 

that the media in the first place have the ability to control to the point of unreasonable 

readers or viewers but not directly their actions, the ultimate goal of the exercise of news 

of power, is generally indirect, while control of intentions, plans, knowledge, beliefs, or 

opinions is one of the most important influences of the news force (A.van Dijk, 1995: 

10-11). With the exception of cases of physical and coercive force, control of labor is 

usually the ultimate goal of the exercise of force, which is indirect and the reason for the 

existence of other sources. Whatever the symbolic power of the news, at least some 

media users in general are able to resist this kind of persuasion (Alamadin, 2001: 188). 

It is not hidden from the role of the various media and their great influence in the 

world political and economic scene, many countries and regimes have recognized the 

importance of the word in the news, where it has become influential and which may sow 

terror in some cases and may rest in other times, opposition or pro-political views have 

been adopted. Therefore, these reports face major attacks because of their lack of 

credibility at times, or because of their bias towards one side or the other. 
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2.4. News Discourse 
2.4.1. The Definition of Discourse 

Before defining discourse, it should be said that discourse is a Latin term 

originally, moved to the Arab arena recently, the Arabs did not consider the term 

'discourse' except as religious discourse, once the discourse has been translated into 

foreign languages, it is considered a method of research and social studies. It is a 

comprehensive structure that diagnoses the discourse in its entirety in order to send a 

series of messages between the texts of this discourse. 

 "Discourse " as defined by Traps Lomax: that it is a linguistic, cognitive and 

social processes where meanings are expressed, the intentions are explained in human 

interaction and may be groups that are historically and culturally included in the 

conventions that form and regulate these processes, it is a particular event in which such 

processes are created and finally may be the product of an event, in the form of visual 

text or in a modern form (Davies& Elder, 2004: 136). 

Dr. Al-Srorouri (2016:11) believes that the term "discourse" is a philosophical 

proposition, is in its origin taken from the meaning of change of direction and thus 

suggest that the discourse does not go in a straight line, it is an interlocking linguistic 

agendas, changing its course in the form of a network, not a beginning or an end. 

Fairclough refers to the use of discourse for the language of the newly and in writing and 

includes other types of activity of tags such as visual images - photographs, films, video, 

graphic - and non-verbal communication - such as head movements or hands ... etc. It 

concludes that discourse is a form of social practice, he then uses the discourse in a 

narrower sense when he says: "discourse is the language used to represent a specific 

social practice from a particular point of view." Letters generally belong to knowledge, 

to knowledge-building (Fairclough, 1995: 53- 56). 

Theories of discourse are multidisciplinary approaches in humanities and 

linguistics, philosophy of language, anthropology and ethnology, psychology and 

sociology and psychoanalysis. The perception that holds the critical thought of the term 

discourse, expands to different concepts in different angles from which it is considered, 
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perhaps linguistics studies are the true premise of this discrepancy, G. Harris (1952) 

agreed with this perception and stressed that the purpose of the discourse and analysis is 

not to search for the meaning of the text but to adjust the method of regularity of the 

linguistic elements that make up this text (Milyani: 14-15). While the French school 

believes that the concept of discourse corresponds to the concept of text or speech 

adopted, the discourse is a view of it from the angle of the rhetorical Mechanisms that 

govern it or adapt to it, so a look at the text in terms of being a linguistic construct 

makes it a discourse. (Al-Srorouri, 2016: 20) 

From the perspective of applied linguistics, it is useful to distinguish between the 

two different meanings of discourse (lakultharid, 1975): The first deals with the way in 

which texts are formulated in terms of content, form, serial relationships, order and 

organization of the sentence. The second is the way in which texts are structured in 

terms of negotiating steps, interpretation of sequence, structure and social relationships 

arising from interactions. According to A.van Dijk (1995: 26), the discourse can be 

described in three aspects: the forms of sentences, meaning and the verb of speech, 

while other aspects of discourse cannot be defined simply in terms of the usual syntax, 

semantics, or pragmatism as applied mainly to isolated sentences. 

2.4.2. The Definition of News discourse 

The news discourse is one of the forms of discourse in society and a hint of the 

features of ideas, opinions and events in society, this discourse is varied by its 

intellectual diversity and different affiliations from one newspaper to another 

(especially, independent, partisan) and in different ideological orientation. The discourse 

in the news is the talk of all the latest developments and facts imposed by the changes of 

society and changes in interests, the news process itself is complex depending on what 

happens in the world of different conflicts, which made the discourse is a reflection of 

the scales either in power or in the influential force in that community, affecting the 

form of the formulation of news and methods of preparation. 

Discourse in the news is a changing social practice, it is important to know that 

discourse in press is not one thing but there are a number of conflicting or cooperative 
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speeches and there is overlap and coexistence between more than one discourses 

(Shouman, 2007). In the news discourse being a type and social practice, it contains a 

summary and a main title and sub-introduction and contains the new and previous 

events, comment but at macro level (macro) topics are organized globally, what comes 

first is the introduction, introduction and the most important information of each class in 

the discourse comes first, followed by the least important information of each class (van 

Dijk, 2008: 194). News discourse tends to be more categorical, with the assumption that 

readers will be more interested in this discourse, so some will remember the exaggerated 

news better than others, along with distortion. (van Dijk, 2008: 195). 

The news is saturated with ideologies, so the media have a role in re-producing 

ideologies in society. The role varies depending on the methodology of the newspapers 

(liberal versus conservatives, popular vs. elite). These dominant ideologies are linked to 

the status and power of press (van Dijk, 2008: 202). News discourse is also a clone of 

opinions in society, the reconstruction of the news event which is mainly the product of 

mass relations in the capital market, through cloning and presentation reality. So that the 

discourse , which is the text of the news, contains the power, strength and ideology that 

are the elements of this discourse, as well as the communication techniques used in 

assessing the event (Tokmakoğlu, 2009). 

The news as a discourse can be a theoretical framework for analysis, this news is 

a communication event as mentioned in the past, this framework draws attention to 

participants in production and reception processes, as well as potential impacts. 

According to Teun van Dijk (1985:70), news as a discourse begins with the assumption 

that texts are a social and professional routine for journalists in institutional settings and 

an important condition for addressing these texts by journalists and readers alike. That’s 

lead that the study of text and context, always leads to the assessment of methodology 

between the two. On the other hand, the news discourse is inherently experimental in 

view of the nominal definition of news, the prevailing experience in the news discourse 

appears through the repeated use of descriptive words in the presentation of direct 

observations, or through direct quotation (Pan& Kosicki, 1993: 61). 
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Framing devices in news discourse may be classified into four categories, 

representing four structural dimensions of news discourse: syntactical structure, script 

structure, thematic structure and rhetorical structure (van Dijk, 1985: 59). The above can 

be summed up by Ibrer Bashir's definition that the news discourse is a diverse linguistic 

product, it comes in the form of specific social and cultural structure, it is a form of 

effective communication in society, has the ability to influence the recipient (2009: 4). 

Hence, the formation of awareness and the shaping of a particular vision can be avoided. 

From this linguistic and non-linguistic encounter, made the news discourse an advantage 

in which other speeches, the most important of which are political discourse and often 

ideological, are shared. Many considered that the news discourse is a new and renewed 

information and old information known by the future party but they are all referred to 

within the text of a certain expert, all aimed to influencing society and forming a specific 

public opinion on a specific issue. 

 2.4.3. The Importance of News Discourse 

There is no communication process without the recipient, which is considered 

the basic age in it, as well as in the news discourse, the reader is the key element in it 

and if the journalist who develops the speech and produced, the reader has a role to 

decipher and analyze this discourse to understand the hidden or apparent meaning and 

understanding. The writer expects the reader to understand a social situation that calls 

for the attention of public opinion at various political, social and cultural levels. 

The importance of news discourse is to draw the attention of public opinion to a 

phenomenon, which has an impact on individuals and communities, as well as to draw 

the attention of certain institutions to this subject (Bashir, 2009: 17). Journalism is the 

language that speaks of the needs of events imposed by society, it is a reflection of the 

balance of power within any society or a reflection of what is imposed by this power or 

power existing and this is reflected in the form of the wording of the news and the 

method of production and preparation. 

The importance of the news discourse is not limited to the transfer of news. It 

devises methods and methods aimed at influencing the recipient, influencing and 
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directing own views. In the perspective of the Canadian writer McLuhan cautioned the 

importance of the media medium to be in the formulation of a "discourse" style, namely, 

the message and inevitably. Which requires him to consider the form of the message, 

which plays a major role in bringing about change. In media, the importance of a news 

discourse can be determined by the force of its impact. It may be the only source of 

information, it may be a cause or factor of influence, or a mediator that leads to 

increased influence or reduction through the message reflected in the speech in the news 

(Al-Hindawi, 2006). Hence, the speech in the news aims to elicit the recipient and 

convince him of any news, by relying on excitement and attention, it may be a formality 

of the site and the space and may be through information and order of the most 

important even the least important. Finally, the sources mentioned whether they were 

formal or informal, all of which attracted the reader directly or indirectly. 

From here it is necessary to point out the importance of the news discourse, 

which aims to read it consciously of reality, to provide the ability to find solutions or 

highlight existing problems in society. Especially in light of the great shift in news 

behavior that has been recorded and continues to record breakthroughs in the news bases 

based on the interests of a particular group. The importance of news discourse lies in the 

face of the political, humanitarian and social challenges that are facing the world 

seriously. For example, the absence of a news discourse in Burma in violation of the 

human dignity of Muslims there, if there was a news story is responsible for the creation 

of this situation of extremism and violence against Muslims. 

On the contrary, the news discourse in Germany, for example, is a flexible and 

sophisticated speech that simulates reality, it aims at finding and reversing a situation of 

human coexistence that supports the constructive situation, development and non-

isolation from reality. This is the most important pillar of the political and social 

situation, which led to a tremendous economic renaissance and became a creative 

industrial state. This means that the absence of a news discourse leads to the absence of 

the possibility of building political, economic and social political speeches. Because it is 

linked to social and political forces and even religious forces prevalent in a society. 
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The news discourse is characterized by other letters, based on a kind of approach 

to political discourse, especially that the "news" press discourse in crises is at the heart 

of the political discourse. This is through the re-production of the political discourse and 

the description of the media activity as an expression of political activity in different 

countries, which are closely related to their subordination to the political rule. Each 

speech is necessarily subject to a certain authority (Hamoud, 2013: 47). 

The importance of media lies in the effectiveness of speech in countries whose 

media are centralized, it helps to define the ideology of the political authority and works 

to expand its popular base, gain public support for its causes, raise the ideas of its 

leaders and measure the public's acceptance of these ideas through a process of echoing, 

while the media in countries that do not have a centralized media seek to provide advice 

to the political authority and a course is set to confirm the information provided by the 

Authority (Ibrahim, 2016). 

In order to understand the mechanism of discourse in the inks, it is necessary to 

know the two levels of the event during periods of crisis or stability. There is the event 

as a social act that crystallizes in time and place. The event is a rhetorical material and 

then an information material. The event is subject to two logic within the system of 

discourse, namely choice and control, in the sense that the discourse chooses from the 

elements of the event, those that can be subject to interpretation and analysis (Mutie, 

2013: 4). Finally, its importance lies in the fact that the news discourse must be about 

political, social and cultural events (van Dijk, 1985: 5). 

2.4.4. The Impact of the News Discourse on the Formation of Public Opinion 

Public opinion is a complex phenomenon that is difficult to analyze, because it is 

influenced in its composition psychological factors, political, cultural and social 

(Khurshid, 2013: 117) but measured the progress of the United Nations and the spread of 

awareness among people through public opinion and how the government and systems 

deal with and contain it. Therefore, the media played a major role in shaping public 

opinion towards a particular issue at a given time in a society, therefore, the media sees a 

great influence on the formation and direction of public opinion, which creates 
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awareness of the society with progressive ideas. Media in general and the news 

discourse in particular to attract public opinion and control and control, through its 

reliance on in-depth analysis of the characteristics of the receiving public. Because 

public opinion either responds to this discourse or alienates it depending on those 

characteristics (Al-Lahham, 2014: 5). 

Public opinion is clearly influenced by the message conveyed by the discourse. 

Media and political forces in society are often able to control, control and direct public 

opinion as a result of cooperation with opinion leaders from politicians, economists and 

religious scholars (Al-Lahham, 2014: 8). If the main function of the discourse is to 

persuade and to influence the recipient with the best image, forming public opinion on a 

particular issue or event will not be difficult, whenever the news discourse is based on 

elements such as the inclusion of certain terms and the place and area of the story. Or 

through the use of a direct language containing easy vocabulary used by people in their 

lives and thus easy to understand the discourse and affect the formation of public 

opinion. For example: The Guardian published a news story entitled “Erdoğan gets 

backing to strengthen his autocratic grip on Turkey”; in a clear statement that Erdogan is 

authoritarian. 

Discourse in the media is a form of public discourse, experts agreed that the 

discourse and speech of policy makers also. A culture depends on real world signals 

such as demographic change and reliance on sources from experts and even academics. 

The power of discourse to influence public opinion in favor or against a certain policy is 

obvious. According to Margit Usdansky, the impact on public opinion may come from 

experts who communicate their ideas to the public primarily through the media 

(Margaret, 2001: 1- 6). 

The news defines the situation that contributes to the manufacture of public 

opinion and this, if not to the views of political elites, is able to access means to 

influence public opinion (van Dijk, 1995: 28). Hence, the main frameworks for news 

coverage are central explanatory frameworks that can be said that public opinion derives 

from people or issues considered by the media to be worthy of publication (Greenberg, 

2000: 25). In conclusion, public opinion remains one of the important factors and even 
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participation in the decision-making process in modern societies, for this, media 

discourse plays an important and influential role in influencing the formation of public 

opinion on an issue, no one can deny the role played by the media as a news story in this 

effect, so the presence of this political or social force cannot be ignored under the name 

of public opinion. 

2.4.5. News Discourse and Media Frameworks 

In order to build a fundamental basis in the analysis of the data that will be 

derived from the analysis of the discourse of the newspapers of the study, it is necessary 

to develop a theoretical framework that defines it in order to strengthen this right and 

give it a scientific dimension that connects the theoretical and the applied. Contemporary 

media theories help to deepen understanding and interpretation, as well as 

comprehensiveness of the results of media studies.  

According to the researcher in this study, the earliest theories of this research is 

the theory of analysis of media frameworks, it is a theory that provides a regular 

explanation for the role of the media in the formation of ideas and trends on certain 

issues. 

2.4.5.1. Definition of the Theory of Analysis of Media Frameworks 

Entman (1993: 55), defined the media framework by deliberately selecting 

certain aspects of the perceived reality and making them more prominent in the media 

text in a way that regulates and defines the issue, through the use of a specific method in 

describing the problem, identifying its causes and evaluating its dimensions. Therefore, 

the production of news has become a continuous process and continuous to manufacture 

the daily reality of the public and supply the necessary information and in previous parts 

have been explained the importance of the news and according to this theory, the 

communicator provides the media text based on other qualities starting from the 

background of cultural and political and even religious, Make it focus on the aspects and 

omission of other aspects, i.e. "highlighting" according to his convictions and references 

(Tami, 2012). 
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According to Norris, the media context of a case means deliberate selection of 

some aspects of the event or issue, making it more prominent in the media text, using a 

specific method of characterizing the problem, determining its causes, evaluating its 

dimensions and proposing suggested solutions. Hence the importance of the theory, as it 

provides a systematic scientific explanation of how the effects on the people of different 

categories and characteristics of the demographic (Norris, 1995: 357-360). 

While some researchers consider that journalists should choose the elements of 

the position that best conveys the essence of the event and decide how to present the 

story in an attractive manner. Among the most important choices that the journalist 

chooses are framed, the frame is a concept that summarizes the basic characteristics of 

the subject. The frame is about news content, the frame can be a phrase, a picture, a 

parity, or metaphor used by the journalist to convey the substance of an issue or event. 

Frames may simplify the process of writing stories to reporters and help the public 

understand what is in it. Frame construction refers to the development of frames and 

their inclusion in news stories. The frame setting describes the public consumption of 

news on frames and the subsequent adoption by the audience of frames as ways of 

understanding problems (Moy& Tewksbury& Rinke, 2016: 7-8).  

While Abdul Hamid (2010: 403), defined the characteristics of the media as a 

process of organizing the news content to be consistent or incompatible with the 

prevailing news values, according to the goal of writing the news. According to Abdul 

Hamid the characteristics are: “First, the goal does not stand at the limits of interest in 

content but it is aimed at persuasion and influence in the first place. Second the analysis 

of media frames is not intended to instill new ideas or values at times. It may draw on 

existing ideas and values. Third, the consistency between what the public perceives 

about social reality and what this configuration offers may be based on these 

perceptions. Forth, it aims at activating the representation of information, in retrieving or 

interpreting the social symbols and perceptions adopted by the theory. Finally, it is 

concluded that journalists practice the process of framing the news almost always and 

deliberately and this process becomes automatic”. 
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Therefore, the benefit of the theory of analysis of media frameworks by looking 

at the framework of the text of the newspaper "news" for example and check the 

elements contained in the headings and subsections, the selection of sources, quotations 

and statements, some logos, images used and data in the text, Through which it is 

possible to access the implicit content of the text and its significance, which integrates 

the analytical vision of the issues with different (Vreese, 2005: 52). 

Therefore, it can be said that framing the news provides the ability to measure 

the content of the news and explain its role in influencing and shaping opinions. 

Therefore, the event does not become significant in people unless the media put it in the 

media in terms of language and formulation and focus on a particular element to become 

important to them. Because of that, the influence of the media on the formation of public 

opinion and political awareness stems from the premise of this theory, which will be 

presented in the study later, the policy of the newspaper on a particular issue May affect 

the news area based on its configuration. 

2.4.6. Discourse Analysis 

Teun van Dijk says, "Discourse analysis is a study of real words in real 

contexts". It is thought that discourse is a linguistic product and therefore the mere 

reading of this linguistic production means analysis, even if this analysis is far from the 

methods of deconstruction of this discourse and the linguistics used in it, as well as the 

tools and methodology methods necessary for this analysis (van Dijk, 1993: 249). 

According to Matheson (2005: 2), discourse analysis is a multidisciplinary activity, so 

that important analyzes of the media language can be used in theses on completely 

different problems. Discourse analysis is concerned with the expansion of language 

analysis beyond simple sentences. Linguistics is often not well equipped for 

interpretation, which includes sociology, anthropology, psychology, philosophy and 

more disciplines. The use of language is surrounded by many rules or conventions and 

its role goes beyond the reference to objects, for this "linguistic analysis" or "textual 

analysis", they are compensated for by analyzing the discourse, a sign that the language 

exists within these broader frameworks about the nature of thought and experience in 

society. (Matheson, 2005: 2-5). 
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Also discourse analysis is a cognitive model of understanding discourse in 

individuals and this model gradually evolves into cognitive models to explain the 

construction of meaning at the community level. Each approach is taken as a subject of 

description. A linguistic unit larger than the sentence can be called an analysis of 

discourse, in the sense that the classification of this approach or that within the discourse 

analysis, it is based on the linguistic unit and its size (van Dijk, 1983: 94). 

Brown and Yule (1983: 109), defined the discourse analysis as an analysis of the 

language used, the analysis of discourse is based only on phrase-based phrases. Pointing 

out that it is not linguistic analysis but the social environment of language. Therefore, 

social, linguistic analysis can be used to analyze how people interact with each other, to 

keep dialogue flowing or to stop and In the analysis of discourse there is importance in 

the textual interdependence and its necessity in every text, whether it is materially 

physical or conceptual, Brown and Yule says," There is no difference in the need for 

such relations within the discourse so that it can be understood logically for analysis”. 

They also point out that the function of discourse analysis transcends the 

understanding and interpretation of the message that the sender is trying to convey to the 

recipient. According to Brown and Yule, the analysis of the discourse draws the 

recipient to understand the text and interpret it through its initial horizontal development 

and then determine the correlation between these sequences. Through the mental 

processes that enable to fill the gaps that permeate the text by resorting to the 

frameworks and codes and knowledge of the world, in order to establish a link between 

parts of the text and its components. Whatever the patterns of discourse are spoken or 

written, in reality they turn into tools that reflect the social situations and circumstances 

in which they are used, which makes the relationship between the discourse and the 

attitudes accurate and functional (Brown& Yule, 1983: 30). 

It is therefore possible to say that the analysis of discourse aims to study the real 

use of language by real speakers in real situations (van Dijk, 1985: 261). It can also be 

said that discourse analysis is the study of language in the context of use (Brown& Yule, 

1983: 2). In addition, it is the use of language for the purposes of social expression 

(Widdowson, 2004: 89). It can be concluded that discourse analysis does not depend just 
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on the linguistic boundaries of the sentence or the text but rather on the content and the 

content, the discourse and the technical characteristics of it, discourse analysis must take 

into account these characteristics like psychological, intellectual, technical and linguistic 

also. In addition, discourse analysis does not stop at this limit but must go beyond all 

this through the use of extrapolation and interpretation to open the way to understand the 

signs and the connotations that link the text to all external environments, most of which 

relate to the writer and the ideological backgrounds. 

The analysis of discourse is an important methodological input to the study and 

analysis of the message in its various forms. It is assumed that the analysis of discourse 

in any part of the discourse contributes to the presentation of a certain aspect of the 

world or reality, reflects certain ideas or expresses a kind of relationship between the 

parties involved the discourse. 

 

2.4.6.1. The Importance of Discourse Analysis 

What distinguishes discourse analysis is the central interest of language in social 

life, that is, the mere description of the rules of phonology, grammar, formulation and 

other systems, which, as Matheson described it as the screws of language. According to 

discourse analysts, many events and the lives of common individuals occur through 

language, so discourse analysis can help to understand social practice, as well as anti-

social practices such as war. Because language is the repository of values and ideas 

about war, for example and the idea of language as a structure tends to lead to an interest 

in the extent to which language determines what they can think of (Matheson, 2005: 3-

4). It is also possible to say that discourse analysis is successfully built on the tradition 

of textual analysis because it is based on social, anthropological and philosophical 

heritage by looking at how people use language to understand and accomplish things in 

everyday interaction. This is what the study aims at by looking at its impact (Matheson, 

2005: 7). 

Through discourse analysis, speakers can be identified and discriminated not 

only by the precise sounds of their vocal characters or by their post-vocal pronunciation, 
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as is known from classical work in social linguistics but the contrast and style, identified 

as a function of contextual features, represent much more than such a variation in 

expression. For example, if the same event is compared in two different newspapers in 

terms of style, the traditional linguistic social studies of regional or class diversity, or 

different "ways of speaking" (such as the use of official vs. informal language) and that 

for two reasons: first, they are differences between newspapers rather than individual 

speakers (as collective members) and the second relates to a complex set of 

characteristics of discourse, for example, print layout, images, structure, news report, 

headlines, glossary option, topic selection, rhetorical structures, among others (Jucker, 

1992: 112). 

Discourse analysis helps the analyst to explore these relations and knowledge of 

the conditions of the discourse and its relevance and the relationship between the parties 

and the hidden connotations that it contains and the background of the world and the 

experience of the phenomena. Requires the ability to interpret and interpret and detect 

the indicators contained in the discourse, which helps to come up with deliberative 

assumptions about the discourse and the function and purposes of the parties involved in 

its construction (Widdowson, 2004: 89). It is also possible to take advantage of 

discourse analysis in discovering the formal, logical and semantic relations organized by 

the discourse and linking its components becomes acceptable and convincing, although 

it seems ostensibly scattered (Brown& Yule, 1983: 106). 

The importance of discourse analysis is also illustrated by its goal of establishing 

linkages between discourse and social action so that the focus of analysis is public. 

Scollon asserts that all social actions are mediated by cultural means or mediums. The 

most obvious and perhaps the most common, of these mediations is a language or 

discourse (Wodak & Meyer, 2001: 22-23). On the other hand, the reason for choosing 

this technique may be due to study, the importance of discourse analysis is that discourse 

and power "hegemony and control" are in the same trench, because the discourse is the 

way of looking at the world, it is an organization or representation of the ideological 

experience (van Dijk, 2008: 65).  
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This usefulness of discourse analysis, who has the discourse and directs it creates 

the meaning and fabricates the truth, even if it is ambiguous, not transparent. The 

discourse is not necessarily the result of an individual that expresses or carries its 

meaning or tends to it; it may be the speech of an institution or period of time or 

knowledge branch. This is because the discourse involves a coherent, rationally 

structured mindset, or it may be a complex process of the series of partial mental 

processes or expression of thought with a series of words and related issues. The 

discourse is no longer a coherent mode of expression or modernity, a group of coherent 

intellectual processes, or an analysis of a conscious self that contemplates, defines and 

expresses itself. It is a possibility and a requirement for existence and a system, a field in 

which one is separated and a group of relationships finds its basis (van Dijk, 2008: 37). 

The discourse can be manipulated to gain control over the minds of the recipients 

and the target groups of discourse. This is why the authors of the discourse resort to 

strategic deception, all this is done by manipulating words and ambiguous indications 

and other mechanisms and possibilities reduced by these discourses to reach the 

direction of the truth towards a specific squadron as the product of the discourse . The 

importance of discourse analysis studies in the scientific environment is that it works to 

create knowledge that does not bias to one category or another but rather to show 

relations that regulate the forces of society. 
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THIRD CHAPTER  

METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 Study Problem: 

Through the research, it was found that the problem of study is how identify the 

extent of interest the Palestinian newspapers through publication  the political Turkish 

issues, as well as to identify the similarities and differences in the discourse between the 

newspapers of the study.  

3.2. The Importance of Studying: 

First, Turkey plays a major role in the Middle East, according to new strategies 

that crystallized the idea of investing close neighbor, Turkey's clear positions on the 

Palestinian issue revealed the image of modern Turkey. The Turkish role in the 

Palestinian cause, especially after the arrival of the Justice and Development Party to 

power and its impact on the transformation of Turkish policy in the Middle East in 

general and the processes of peaceful settlement of the Palestinian issue until it reached 

its role in the issue of Palestinian reconciliation. 

The importance of the study is the absence of media studies related to the issue 

of Turkish news in the Palestinian newspapers and therefore the importance of the study 

is illustrated by the following: 

1. In general, Turkey has a great interest in the people in Palestinian, Arab and 

international levels and therefore the study of discourse analysis will allow for extraction 

a result about the impact of news on their political awareness. 

2. The study highlights the elements of discourse building in the Palestinian press 

in both the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

3. The study will provide a list of the newspapers of the study an analytical 

summary of their press discourse towards Turkey, although it has a decisive impact on 

the present and the future. 
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4. The study will reveal the editorial policies and the political and intellectual 

orientations of the journals study. 

5. This study will fill a gap in the discourse analysis studies, which are few in 

Arab content, as well as towards the Palestinian Arab newspapers, towards a regional 

international issue that has a direct impact on the Palestinian cause. 

3.3. Objectives of Study 

1. Highlight and analyze the main and secondary treatises of the discourse in the 

study papers, through the identification of the linguistic and rhetorical mechanisms used. 

2. Monitor and analyze the active forces highlighted by the discourse in the 

newspapers of study towards Turkey and know the roles of these forces (negative or 

positive). 

3. Identify and compare the differences between the discourses of the two study 

papers. 

3.4. The Research Community  

The study population is represented in the daily printed Palestinian newspapers 

published in 2017 in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. These newspapers include: 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah: A daily political newspaper published in the city of 

Ramallah, with pages ranging from 16 to 32 pages, founded by Nabil Amr and Hafiz 

Barghouthi in 1995, is one of the PLO's press organizations. 

Filistin newspaper: A comprehensive political daily newspaper published by Al-

Wasat Advertising and Publishing Company, with pages ranging from 28 to 32 pages 

and issued only in Gaza City since 2007, adopts political and intellectual views close to 

Hamas. 

3.5. Study Time Sample: 

Starting from 1/1/2017 until 31/12/2017, this world was chosen for the following 

laboratories: 
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1. The closest time to study. 

2. 2017 witnessed many events and political changes in Turkey, as well as on the 

official Turkish-Palestinian political level. 

3.6. Study Material: 

At the beginning, the most important political Turkish events that took place in 

2017 were monitored. The random sample of these events was selected. The news items 

were selected in the newspapers of the study and amounted to 32 news items for both 

newspapers. 

3.7. Hypotheses of the Study 

 Presentation of relations between countries is important for societies. 

 The frames presented by  press in understanding the events outside the 

country have a decisive influence on the formation of the public opinion 

 In societies where access to information is limited, press is seen as an 

important means of shaping thought. 

 Palestinian press prefers to use different perspectives and frames while 

transferring the events about Turkey to Palestinian public opinion. 

 Palestinian daily newspapers represent Turkey's image within different 

images portrayed in the Palestinian newspapers. 

3.8. Discourse Analysis as a Method and Its Application 
 

Discourse in general, has a cyclical nature with a sequence of elements that may 

not meet with each other arbitrarily, the discourse analyst is not intended to set strict 

rules, but rather to follow a certain rhetorical appearance to determine the degree of 

repetition in order to reach certain results. 

According to Teun van Dijk (1983: 22-24), there are two main elements of 

language that form the basis of discourse analysis, the form and structure of language as 

a symbol, including grammar and semantics, as well as function, language as a social 

phenomenon. Include the applications of speech analysis information on the social, 
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political and technical uses of the word "information" because of its effects on structural 

theory and practice. In the method of discourse analysis structural linguistics works to 

provide necessary methodological renewal by explicitly providing in the definition of 

units, structural classes and grammar formulation. 

In discourse analysis methodology structures are calculated at all levels by 

specific sub-theories or even sub-disciplines of language, in addition to phonology, it 

represents the structure of sounds, morphology, formulation of word formation 

principles, syntax, according to the words of different categories. The analysis of 

discourse as a method is based on the simplicity of the surface structures, along with the 

semantic structures which contain the meaning, by working on grammatical rules in the 

sentence focusing on the surface structure in general (van Dijk, 1983: 24). 

Therefore, the focus on the news discourse requires a full analysis of all different 

levels, units, dimensions, situations, social implications, in addition to the contexts 

contained therein, hence the analysis leads to the structural aspects that may be 

considered typical in discourse analysis. Therefore not easy to determine what the 

characteristics of the discourse are in terms of the level and dimensions of the units. 

However, some general characteristics can be determined to some extent, which can be 

further elaborated for the news discourse function. The different characteristics of 

discourse analysis in the social context work for several functions by analyzing surface 

structures through which meanings are produced and understood as indicators of 

characteristics of the speaker (eg, intentions, desires, mood), as well as relationships 

between sender and receiver (eg, Trust, power), as well as a kind of social status. (A.van 

Dijk, 1983: 26). 

This analysis retains the style of the surface structure, such as lexical options, 

sentence structures, and also for potential topics that occur within the discourse. The 

social structure of the discourse analysis refers to the explicit implicit meaning, and in 

theory these subjects are calculated in terms of "macro". Therefore, social practice in 

itself aims to clarify the original structures at the levels of analysis, and discourse 

analysis is primarily intended to interpret qualitative data rather than qualitative data 

based on a more explicit analysis of qualitative data. This approach is also part of the 
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cognitive and social theory about the rules and strategies that enable the production and 

understanding of discourse. 

Discourse analysis can be seen as a way to examine all types of signaling 

systems such as visual and behavioral ones, not just verbal ones, as their interest lies in 

how something is expressed. According to Jorgensen and Philips (2002: 2-6), the 

analysis of discourse is one of the methods that represent the fruitful theories in 

particular, and methods of research in many areas, the most important of which is 

societal. This approach can be applied to the analysis of many different social fields, 

including organizations and institutions, which play an important role in exploring the 

use of language in society on many cultural issues as well as communication and 

globalization. Hence, it is possible to say that the applications of discourse analysis can 

be used as a framework for national identity analysis, as well as different forms of text 

and speaking for analysis. The subject of research may also be the ways in which 

knowledge is conveyed in the media and its implications for power and democracy 

issues. Through it, the allegations can be understood and experimented with, such as the 

debate between the various speeches that represent different ways of understanding. 

Although discourse analysis can be applied to all fields of research, it cannot be used 

with all types of theoretical frameworks decisively, nor is it used as a method of analysis 

separate from its theoretical and methodological bases, because of the basic instability of 

the language. 

Undeclared methods can often reveal unrecognized aspects of human behavior, 

making hidden or dominant discourse maintaining marginalized attitudes in society. In 

terms of application, discourse analysis is based on the analysis of the conversation 

through which it involves redesigning, subject by studying the interactive system. 

Therefore, understanding the function of language and discourse enables positive 

individual and social change (Morgan, 2010: 3-4). 
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3.9. The Importance of the Methodology in the Study 

In this context, it can be said that the study papers and according to the theory of 

news frames, they use the biased news structure, in order to support the ideology that 

these newspapers deal with to convince readers, in this study will use the method of 

discourse analysis, the sample of the study taken. According to van Dijk (1995: 243-

289), ideology is the basic system through which social attitudes are understood, they 

indirectly control the context of discourse. Ideologies are monitored through the 

semantic analysis of discourse positions. The existence of the Palestinian division has 

led to a multiplicity of viewpoints and differences in discourse. It is obvious that there is 

more than one discourse that leads to a conflict between what we can call the existing 

and active forces in that region. Ideology is what shapes the concepts in the lives of 

people and the world around them. Is the essence, which seeks to close the gap between 

the social and personal perception of individuals, for this reason, the knowledge of 

language and discourse is a common social perception of them (A.van Dijk, 2006: 115-

140). 

In the methodology of the study, the analysis of the discourse, van Dijk was 

concerned with the rhetorical structures of speech analysis, taking into account all levels 

and dimensions of the text, such as the general organization of the text, the main idea, 

the structure of the text and the partition structure, Verbal and rhetorical, in addition to 

the used news values and other configurations (Fairclough, 2000: 163- 195). The 

analysis of news developed by van Dijk is based on three dimensions, namely, text, 

discourse practice and social-cultural practice. The emphasis on discourse practice is 

considered as a means of linking textual analysis to social-cultural analysis (Fairclough, 

1995:29). 

In this study, discourse analysis as defined by van Dijk, means the analysis of the 

element of harmony between the text and the context, in terms of interdependence and 

harmony between the components of a single language and then all the sections by 

matching the identities of the various relationships and taking into account the normal 

situation assumed the world and is the order of the discourse and the facts of the most 

prominent manifestations of harmony and the full discourse is the result of this harmony 
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and distinguish the lack of discourse through inference and inclusion (A.van Dijk, 1977: 

41). 

Thus, the discourse not only reflects reality or degrading power relations in 

society but contributes to its construction through processes of perception of reality, 

identification of social identities and composition of discourse and choice of vocabulary. 

therefore, the analysis of the discourse must take into account many things, most 

important meeting linguistic characteristics and intellectual issues and taking into 

account mental and technical considerations, so that is the essential step to understand 

any text or discourse. 

According to the news which were published in the Palestinian press about the 

most important events which happened in 2017 will be taken in hand, the study focus on 

how  press in Palestine take and effects on discourse which found in the news frames 

and its focusing on how the news may support one side to another. In this context, two 

Palestinian newspapers were taken, were selected for a comparative analysis of the 

published news about Turkish events which happened in the year of 2017. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper, which has a policy directly associated with the 

Palestinian Authority under the name of the Palestine Liberation Organization, which 

carries the ideas of liberal imperialism to some extent, this newspaper is its editorial 

policy and ideologue directed against what is Islamic, such as Hamas in Palestine and 

the Muslim Brotherhood in general. The newspaper is biased to its ideas in agreement 

with the international community about what it says and publishes, whether in support of 

the Islamists or describing them as terrorism. While Filistin press has an Islamic 

Ideology, which is close to Hamas in Gaza, is clear, spreading and supporting Islamists 

everywhere and marginalizing other aspects. It must be taken into account that the 

Palestine newspaper is banned from publishing in the West Bank. 

This method will be used in the study by looking at the discourse as an abstract 

unit and interpreting the basic relations between the text and by taking all the structural, 

the analysis of the discourse means analyzing the element of harmony between the text 

and the context. This will be done through the use of this method …i.e. through the 
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correlation and analysis of the components between the components of the single 

linguistic section in the discourse to be analyzed. In this approach, the general situation 

of the study community must also be taken into account and the ideological background 

of the writer should be taken into account. 

The methodological methods that will be relied upon in discourse analysis in this 

study, first, to analyze the structure of the subject, by looking at the idea or meaning to 

be communicated to the recipient, so that the speech is understood as it wants, that is to 

include monitoring the ideas and topics that make up the text to be analyzed. Second, the 

analysis of the active forces, which are the individuals, institutions, governments or 

organizations that carry out actions or adopt certain policies and orientations. The forces 

mentioned in the speech will be monitored and may be classified as supporters or 

opponents, official or popular. Finally, the analysis of the paths of proof, through the 

analysis of the arguments and evidence used by the news in proving or denying or 

questioning ideas or opinions or events, in order to convince the recipient. 
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FINDING 
 

The method of discourse analysis was used for news in the study newspapers, 

then an analytical comparison was made between the two papers for each event. In this 

study about 25 news items from Al Hayat and Filistin newspapers were analyzed on the 

most important political Turkish events that took place during the year from 1 January 

2017 to 31 December of the same year. 

1 January: A terrorist attack on a popular restaurant in Istanbul during the New 

Year celebrations killed 39 people, including 16 foreigners. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 2 January two news in the first 

page about that event; 

The first news  

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline reads as 

follows: "The president condemns the terrorist attack in Istanbul", in black bold font. 

The headline indicates that the Palestinian president is in solidarity with Turkey and 

condemns the terrorist attack. While the place of news at the top right of the page "in the 

upper margins" and the size of the news is very small consists of one paragraph. The 

relationship between the text and the title: The text is complementary to the title and 

more detailed. Where mentioned the condemnation and condolence of the Palestinian 

president for the attack and gave short details about the attack. While the Source was: 

Wafa News Agency, which publishes the official news about the Palestinian president. 

The significance of the news: it indicates that the Palestinian president rejects all 

terrorist acts and condemns such attacks. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The article did not contain any 

image because it is with the top margins, indicating the marginalization of the news. The 

following words and their implications are as follows: 1. Terrorist attacks "terrorist 

acts": shows that the Palestinian Authority strongly rejects the so-called terrorism and all 

its forms. 2. The President condemned this speech. This is indicated by the Palestinian 
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president's interest in good relations with Turkey, as well as the rejection of terrorist 

acts. Explanation and semantic analysis: The report focused mainly on President 

Mahmoud Abbas's condemnation of the terrorist attack and directed all elements of the 

news to focus on it, suggesting that the Palestinian President and the Palestinian 

Authority are directly in solidarity with the Turkish government and people, especially 

in such circumstances. 

The second news in the same newspaper on the same page; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: “Massacre predicts 39 dead 

in Istanbul, including Arab and a Palestinian girl”, as the main title and in large bold 

black font, there was an upper subheading: the Turkish authorities continue to search for 

an armed gunman fired inside a nightclub during the celebration of the head of the year 

in bold black font. The main headline indicates that the terrorist incident caused a 

"massacre," due to the large number of victims. It also did not stop only targeting the 

Turks but pointed to the existence of other nationalities, most importantly the presence 

of a Palestinian victim. The subheading was placed at the top of the news to indicate that 

the accused is still at large and "armed" indirectly refers to the need for caution. 

 While the place for news in the bottom right of the first page and the news was 

average size, this event was important because of the presence of a Palestinian victim. 

The relationship between the text and titles: The introduction and the text explain the 

titles and then they give details about the event. While the Source was: The newspaper 

itself, in addition to agencies. The significance of the news: The news indicates the 

magnitude of the event and the large number of victims, as well as the news indicates 

that this attack is not new Turkey, it is added to a series of attacks occurred in 2016. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained the image of 

the Palestinian girl who was the victim of this attack, this is a sign of interest in the news 

of the existence of a Palestinian victim. Therefor Repeated words and their implications: 

The number of victims reported 3 times in different locations, indicating that the event is 

amplified by the large number of victims and use of the word massacre: It is also to 

capitalize on the magnitude of the event because of the number of victims. While the 
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explanation and semantic analysis: It seems that the newspaper was very interested in 

the event, which gave it two sections on the front page, in the second news newspaper 

focused largely on the number of victims and the perpetrator of the attack is still at large. 

The use of the phrase "to add this attack to another long chain that hit Turkey in 2016, 

attributed to a sympathetic organization or to Kurdish separatists," indicates that Turkey 

has been used to such attacks and indirectly suggests that it may be Daesh or Kurdish 

separatists they have a hand in this attack. 

The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline came in a bold 

black letter as follows: Istanbul attacks, death toll rises to 39, this indicates the 

magnitude of the event and that the number of victims is increasing. While the place for 

news in the first page of the international news, in the first half of the page and it’s took 

a half page, a sign of the importance of the news. The relationship between the text and 

titles: Initially the introduction came in a different color and italic font, which was 

separated from the news so that it was distributed on the page display. The news story 

came in detail, as well as a list of convictions from different countries. While the Source 

was: agencies. The significance of the news: The news indicates the magnitude of the 

attack through the presence of a large number of victims and most importantly, the 

report mainly indicates that most countries in the world condemn this attack. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

the ambulance crew transporting the attack victims, in order to confirm the presence of 

the victims and the injured. Repeated words and their implications: Terrorist attack: by 

noting that these acts are terrorist. While the explanation and semantic analysis: The 

report pointed to Erdogan's statement to emphasize that these attacks are often aimed at 

weakening his government and that the most important statement possible follow-up is 

his speech .But the news focused on the narrative of several US statements and this may 

indicate that relations with America at that time was good and it is ınterested about the 

condemnation of Qatar and Iran for the attack, while the Palestinian president statement 

did not mentions and here the ideology of the newspaper shows the focus on the 

statements of countries that have direct relations with them such as Qatar and Iran. 
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Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper focused on the condemnation of the 

Palestinian president, while Filistin newspaper did not mention any statement; this can 

be explained by the fact that Filistin newspaper does not consider Mahmoud Abbas as a 

represent to the Palestinians because of the differences between the two parties. 

2. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah Newspaper There was no condemnation of the attack 

on any country, while Filistin newspaper offered more than one statement to more than 

one country; it can be said that Al-Hayat, as an official newspaper, considered the 

condemnation of Mahmoud Abbas the most important one, while Filistin newspaper 

wanted to show International support to Turkey and their rejection of terrorism, led by 

America, which offered several statements. 

3. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah reported the presence of a Palestinian victim in the 

attack, while Filistin newspaper did not mention this but only the presence of victims of 

Arab nationalities. It cannot be determined to say why the Palestinian victim was not 

mention but it can be said that the presence of the victim at the scene of the attack 

prevented the Palestine newspaper from publishing it. 

4. Filistin  newspaper offered more than one statement by a Turkish official, 

headed by Erdogan, while al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah made two statements about how the 

attack took place; it can be noted that Filistin newspaper was interested in the reactions 

of the acts, especially Erdogan statement, did not care about the details of how the attack 

occurred as al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper.  

12 February: Erdogan arrived in Manama on the start of a Gulf tour that 

includes Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and Qatar. During the tour, the Turkish president 

discussed with the princes and kings of those countries ways to strengthen the bilateral 

relations which have been developing recently, as well as regional issues of common 

concern. 
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Filistin newspaper published on 13 February about this event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline reads: 

Erdogan arrives in Bahrain at the beginning of his Gulf tour with a large bold black font. 

The title can be interpreted as official. It’s classified as a public relation column, the goal 

is to inform people about Erdogan's tour of the Gulf. While the place for news in the first 

page of the international news, in the first half of the page and it has an average size. 

The relationship between the text and titles: The text of the tour shows Erdogan's tour of 

the Gulf and the cities he will visit and this is an update and an explanation of the 

address. While the Source was: Anatolia News Agency, that’s show the news is an 

official one, not all the agencies will report it. The significance of the news: The 

newspaper was interested in mentioning a news story containing one piece, namely, 

Erdogan's visit to the Gulf, a sign of the size of this visit, which is a precedent.  

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

Bahrain's King Recep Tayyip Erdogan in Manama, this shows the interest of the King of 

Bahrain to visit the Turkish President. Repeated words and their implications: 

Strengthening bilateral relations, regional issues and common interest. This shows that 

the Turkish and Gulf relations are witnessing remarkable growth, especially in the 

interest of regional issues, such as Syria and the fight against Daesh. While the 

explanation and semantic analysis: In general, the news does not contain valuable 

information. Just mentioning Erdogan's Gulf tour with the people who accompanied 

him, indicates that the newspaper gave a volume of news that some may not care about 

mentioning, which indirectly indicates the importance of this visit and the existence of 

desirable interests and relationships. (It is worth mentioning that Al Hayat newspaper 

did not publish any news about the event). 

13 February: A joint press conference with Bahrain's Prime Minister Prince 

Khalifa bin Salman Al-Khalifa and Turkish President Erdogan was held in Manama, 
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Bahrain, in the presence of Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al-Khalifa, before leaving 

Bahrain to Saudi Arabia. Erdogan said in a speech at Istanbul airport before heading to 

Bahrain that his country has established close relations with the Kingdom, during the 

last two years at all levels of political, military, economic, cultural, commercial and 

other. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 14 February about this event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline reads: 

"Erdogan condemns Israel's decision to build new settlements and calls it provocations," 

in a bold black font. This indicates Erdogan's interest in the Palestinian cause, even 

during his official visit to the Gulf and shows Erdogan against Israeli decisions against 

the Palestinians. While the place for news in the first page, in the last middle of the page. 

It was a very small news item consisting of a paragraph. The relationship between the 

text and titles: the text is a clarification of the place through which Erdogan has only 

released his statement, without adding any clarification regarding the title. While the 

Source was: Reuters. The significance of the news: news show Erdogan as against 

Israeli decisions and that the settlement issue is present even in his Gulf tour. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: There were no photos in the 

story. Repeated words and their implications: "Increasing settlements in the West Bank": 

The ideology of the Palestinian Authority remains clear, considering that the settlements 

in the West Bank are only illegal and that Erdogan is with this vision. While the 

explanation and semantic analysis: The newspaper expressed interest in this news 

because it touched on the main issue that the Palestinian Authority is fighting for - 

settlement in the West Bank. The news wanted to show that Erdogan rejects these 

measures and considers them provocative, in an indirect reference that Erdogan supports 

the Palestinian Authority's orientations. While not mentioning any other statements to 

Erdogan was delivered at the same visit. 
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The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline was in bold 

black font; "Erdogan is renewing his refusal to link Islam to terrorism and calling for 

collective action", the news also contained a sub-headline: "We seek to create a region 

free of terrorism in Syria". In the main and sub-headlines, the focus was on terrorism, 

the main headline was Erdogan's rejection of terrorism in general but the subtitle was a 

quotation for Erdogan's statements to reject or rid Syria of terrorism, an indication that 

Erdogan points out that the basis of terrorism exists mainly in Syria and everyone must 

move against it. While the place for news in the first page of the international news, in 

the last half of the page and the news size was quarter page.  

The relationship between the text and titles the text came to explain Erdogan's 

comments, which came at the headlines, with the venue of  press conference. While the 

Source was: Anatolia, this is an indication that the newspaper wanted to publish the 

story according to Turkish importance through the Anatolia Agency. The significance of 

the news: The news indicates that the aim of Erdogan's visit to the Gulf is to call for 

action to end terrorism and suffering in Syria and his refusal to link Islam to terrorism is 

a reference to a callous organization, the call to get rid of it. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story contained a picture of 

the Turkish president during his speech at  press conference in Bahrain, an indication 

that the weight of the event is Erdogan's speech. Repeated words and their implications: 

Repeated words and their implications: terrorism, extremism and the black face "Daesh", 

the use of all these terms more than once in the news refers to Erdogan's insistence that 

what he is doing is calling for terrorism and extremism and that all his actions have 

nothing to do with Islam. While the explanation and semantic analysis: It can be said 

that the report was based mainly on quoting Erdogan's statements literally, a sign of the 

severity of the subject and its sensitivity, suggesting that Erdogan calls for continuity to 

free Syria from terrorism through the cooperation of all countries with Turkey. 
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Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

In this news the difference between the two newspapers was very clear, by 

focusing on one aspect of Erdogan's statement. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah focused mainly on 

Turkish President Erdogan's comment on Israel's decision to build new settlements in the 

West Bank. However, the ideology of the paper is the same as that of the Palestinian 

Authority. The West Bank is Palestinian land and the construction of Israeli settlements 

is contrary to international laws and standards. This subject, in which the Palestinian 

Authority has always contributed to the legitimacy of the occupying state, the West 

Bank and the Gaza Strip, has agreed to the Palestinian territories at the international 

level. Therefore, the decision to establish new settlements is illegal, which I found only 

in Erdogan's speech during the conference, while the report did not address any other 

topic. it can be said that the ideology of Filistin newspaper which is adopted by Hamas, 

that the existence of the occupation is illegal and it’s new or old settlements are illegal, 

so this is not discussed in this part of Erdogan's speech but its focused on the bulk of the 

conference, which is talking about terrorism and the Turkish Republic's rejection of 

terrorism and what it does in the name of Islam. The newspaper has a similar point of 

view. 

February 14: Turkish President Erdogan arrived in the Qatari capital as part of a 

Gulf tour aimed at boosting cooperation between Turkey and the Gulf Cooperation 

Council. And he visited Bahrain and Saudi Arabia and held talks with the leaderships of 

the two countries. 

Filistin newspaper published on 15 February about this event;  

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline came as 

follows: "Erdogan heads to Qatar at the end of his Gulf tour," in a large bold black line. 

Erdogan's latest visit is Qatar, which has bad relations with the Gulf States, while 

Turkey has strong relations with it. While the place for news in the first page of the 

international news, in the upper second quarter and the news size was quarter page. The 

relationship between the text and titles: the text came up with a clarification and an 

update of the title, which classifies the title and news from PR news. While the Source 
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was: Anatolia. The significance of the news:  The news shows that Erdogan's arrival to 

his last stop of the Gulf visit, as evidenced by his tour led to the achievement of some of 

the cooperation with the countries he visited. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

the Turkish president during his meeting with the Saudi monarch in Riyadh. Repeated 

words and their meanings: The news did not contain any terms with specific meanings, 

or the term was refined. While the explanation and semantic analysis: Qatar and Turkey 

are very close to Hamas. Therefore, Palestine newspaper was interested in publishing 

this news, although it did not include any information or data from any party. It was just 

to point that Erdogan’s arrived to Qatar. (It should be noted that Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah 

newspaper did not publish in its pages about this event). 

11 March: The Dutch government refused to allow Turkish Foreign Minister 

Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu's plane to land on grounds of "security and public order". This came 

after comments by the Turkish minister threatened to impose political and economic 

sanctions on the Netherlands if the authorities did not allow Amsterdam to participate in 

an election meeting with the Turkish community in Amsterdam. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 12 March about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The title came in large bold 

black font, "A crisis between The Hague and Ankara after the Netherlands prevented the 

visit of the Turkish Foreign Minister", the title can be classified as "informative" 

describing the crisis between Turkey and The Hague and the cause of the crisis. While 

the place for news in the first page of the international news, in the middle left of the 

page and the news size was about half a page. The relationship between the text and 

titles: The text in the news came to complement the title, so that the details of the crisis 

and the resulting procedures. While the Source was: AFP, It can be said that this source 

is the closest, so that the crisis occurred in the Netherlands. The significance of the 

news:  The news indicates a crisis between the two countries and Turkey has threatened 

the Netherlands, describing Erdogan as a Nazism. 
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The analyzing according to the micro elements: The article did not contain any 

pictures, the reason could be that it is a diplomatic crisis and the picture of one of the 

parties may be directly charged or support. Repeated words and their meanings: crisis, 

Nazism, fascism and threats; in his statements, Erdogan repeated his statement twice in 

their description of Nazism. It also indirectly confirmed the Dutch view, noting that all 

Turkish statements were merely a threat.  

While the Dutch government wanted to find other solutions. While the 

explanation and semantic analysis: In the news there was an indirect confirmation that 

Turkey has a responsibility for this crisis and used threatening words against the 

Netherlands, focusing mainly on Erdogan's statements, which he described as part of 

Nazism, indicating that Turkey wanted to ignite the crisis even more. While the 

Netherlands emerged as it sought to end the dispute and has nothing to do with what 

happened. 

The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Preventing the 

Turkish Foreign Minister from entering the Netherlands ignites a diplomatic crisis," in a 

large bold black font, the headline indicates that the Netherlands' ban on a Turkish 

minister from entering her country led to a diplomatic crisis between the two countries. 

While the place for news in the first page of the international news, in the middle of the 

page and the news size was half a page. The relationship between the text and titles: The 

text came to complement the title in terms of a larger presentation of the event and 

mentioned some statements, most notably the statement of Turkish President Erdogan. 

While the Source was: AFP, It can be also said that this source is the closest, so that the 

crisis occurred in the Netherlands. The significance of the news: The news indicates that 

the Dutch government does not want to conduct Turkish election campaigns in its 

country. Which caused the crisis mainly. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story did not contain any 

picture (diplomatic crisis). Repeated words and their meanings: a diplomatic crisis; the 

use of this term shows that what happened between the two countries is in fact a 
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diplomatic crisis, after Turkey intended to enter the European Union. While the 

explanation and semantic analysis: The news presents the view of Turkey strongly, 

while the Dutch rhetoric is few and this indirectly indicates support for the Turkish 

novel and that it has the right to conduct its campaign and the behavior of the 

Netherlands is biased against the Turkish government. 

 

Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. Both newspapers used the same source for the same news, while the way the 

news was edited was different in both newspapers, by showing or hiding certain 

pronouncements. 

2. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah used the term "threat" more than once, pointing out that 

Turkey had threatened the.  

3. Netherlands and used Erdogan's statement as a Nazi more than once, while the 

Palestine newspaper used these terms only in their place without repeating. 

4. As in the headline, al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah reported a crisis and then cited the 

reason, while the Palestine newspaper offered the beginning of the reason and then 

explained that it was because of that crisis. 

28 March: The German Federal Prosecutor's Office in Karlsruhe opened an 

investigation into the case of espionage by Turkish intelligence on Gulen supporters on 

German territory. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 29 March about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: "Germany opens an 

investigation into possible Turkish espionage operations on its territory," in a bold black 

font, the headline, it seems clear through the use of this title that Germany is certain of 

the existence of espionage operations by Turkey, without considering or presenting the 

point of view of the other state. While the place for news in the first page of the 
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international news, in the middle of the page and the news size was quarter of a page. 

The relationship between the text and titles: The story of the text is explained the title of 

the sequence of events.  

While the Source was: AFP, because it is Germany who accuses Turkey. The 

significance of the news: The story contains various statements by many political parties 

and German intelligence. Pointing out that there are groups belonging to Erdogan trying 

to spy on supporters of Fethullah Gulen in Germany. The news also indicates that 

Germany rejects these measures and there are some statements that doubt that Gulen 

linked to the coup that took place on July 15, 2016. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story did not contain any 

picture. Repeated words and their meanings: Crisis, diplomatic conflict, these terms 

suggest that the practices of Erdogan's supporters could exacerbate the political crisis 

between the two countries. Explanation and semantic analysis: ignoring the Turkish side 

in the news, or any Turkish statements. The report also ignored the lack of cooperation 

of the German intelligence with the Turkish government and its refusal to hand over 

suspects in the recent coup. This indicates that the news adopted one point of view is 

German and this is a reference to support the German novel and stand with it. (While 

Filistin newspaper did not publish any news about the event and it is also a clear 

indication that nothing has been published against Turkey). 

29 March: The Turkish President Erdogan said in a speech at an event held at 

the presidential compound in Ankara, under the slogan: "For Turkey is beautiful, we say 

yes" that the presidential system will contribute to accelerate and facilitate the 

achievement of the desired democratic and economic goals of the country and remove 

the obstacles before it. 

Filistin newspaper published on 30 March about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements The headline came as 

follows: "Erdogan: The presidential system will facilitate the achievement of Turkey's 

goals" in bold black font, the title was a quote from Erdogan's talk about the importance 
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of the referendum, in which the title confirms that the referendum is good for Turkey, 

which supports the title Erdogan's statement. While the place for news in the first page 

of the international news, In the last right section of the page, the news story is shaded 

with a gray background. The editors seem to want the news to be unique to be read 

among all the news in the newspaper and the news size was fairly small. The 

relationship between the text and titles: The text explains what Erdogan meant in the 

title that the presidential system, through the referendum, would benefit Turkey. 

While the Source was: Anatolia, because it is news that Erdogan is effectively 

involved in a cultural center, which may not be interested in international agencies. The 

significance of the news: quotations to Erdogan's statements, indicating the importance 

of the referendum in April and that the amendment of the constitution will return to 

Turkey with many benefits at all levels, did not offer any opinion on the opposition or 

mention the presence of opposition to the referendum. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story did not contain any 

picture. Repeated words and their implications: referendum, focus on the term 

referendum, indirectly refers to the support of the Turkish president and that the 

referendum is the best decision of the Turkish situation. Explanation and semantic 

analysis: it could be said that the news tells people that "the referendum is in favor of 

Turkey," and this is a clear political and intellectual support for the Turkish government. 

(There was no mention in the daily Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah about what Erdogan said at 

the Ankara conference on the referendum and its importance for achieving Turkey's 

goals). 

16 April: The popular referendum succeeded in the amendments to the Turkish 

Constitution. Over 99% of the votes cast were cast, 51.44% voted yes and 48.66% voted 

No and the number of people who said yes were 24.819.870 and 23.526.419 Turks voted 

no. 
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Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 17 April about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline came as 

follows: in a bold black line: "The President calls Erdogan congratulating the success of 

the referendum on the constitution, the title was as follows: "The late Tunisian fighter 

Ahmed Ibrahim was awarded the insignia of Freedom Star". In the main headline, the 

Palestinian president congratulated the success of the referendum as a sign of the 

rapprochement with Turkey, although the subtitle was the headline of another story but 

the actor is a joint Palestinian president. "Here is the strange thing." Two news items 

were merged into the same news.  While the place for news in the first, in the left section 

of the page and the news size was small. The relationship between the text and titles: in 

the first paragraph gave details about the Palestinian president's conversation with his 

Turkish counterpart but the rest of the text came to another. While the Source was 

WAFA, because it is a news item issued by the Palestinian president. The significance of 

the news: The news indicates that the Palestinian Authority stands with the Turkish 

government in light of the success of the referendum on the constitution but the 

integration of the experts indicates that the referendum is not an important event for the 

Palestinian president, who also awarded a medal to a Tunisian activist. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story did not contain any 

picture. Repeated words and their implications: The small size of the news item did not 

contain any terms with specific meanings or repeated terms. The explanation and 

semantic analysis: The newspaper's contentment of mentioning the Palestinian 

president's congratulations to his Turkish counterpart is a clear indication that the news, 

despite its international weight, did not want the newspaper to give it more than its size 

and wanted to show that the Palestinian Authority was happy with its success. The report 

did not give any other information, or any statements to other parties and the most 

important point in the subject merge two stories in one story, which is an indication that 

it is not the newspaper's important news. 
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The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Turkey turns 

into a presidential state after the success of the referendum by 51.3%", in bold black 

font. Sub-headline: Erdogan describes the victory of "yes" by the historic decision. Qatar 

is the first well-wishers, in dark gray font. Sub-headline in the news: "Abbas calls 

Erdogan and wishes his country good and stability” and" Hamas: Turkey has achieved a 

new victory and a step on the road to progress". In the main headline gives the result and 

then the reason and this is a sign of the success of the referendum, the subtitle was a 

quotation to Erdogan's comment on the success of the list of yes, a sign of the strength of 

the event, either to indicate that Qatar is the first congratulations, this indicates the 

strength of relations between Turkey and Qatar. In the sub-headlines: It was an 

indication that all the spectrum of the Palestinian people, Fatah and Hamas, 

congratulates Turkey on the success of the referendum. While the place for news in the 

first page and in the first page of the international page and the news size in the first 

page was small but for the other was one full page.  

The relationship between the text and titles: Describes the address and gives 

more details about the referendum and its results and a profile. The introduction was 

separate from the rest of the news board with a bold black line and gray background, 

because the introduction contained numbers and numbers, a news introduction about the 

event. While the Source was newspaper reporter, plus agencies. The significance of the 

news: The news indicates the success of the referendum, which turned Turkey into 

presidential states that strengthen the powers of the President and noted that Turkish 

leaders and ministers supported Erdogan and congratulated him on their approval of this 

referendum, as well as congratulating Qatar and some Arab countries, including 

Palestine, The Arabs generally agree with these constitutional amendments. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

Erdogan voting in the referendum. Repeated words and their implications: Constitutional 

amendments: This is an indication of the result of the referendum is to get constitutional 

amendments that will change the regime in Turkey and will give Erdogan more powers. 

The explanation and semantic analysis: The news has dominated the character of 
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Erdogan's statements in more than one place, because the weight of the news focused on 

the Turkish president, because the success of the referendum is linked to the powers that 

will be provided to him, the story gave background and information about the ruling in 

Turkey in the past, what will change and what will change after the referendum, all to 

give the reader an overview of the importance of the referendum and that it is in the 

interest of Turkey. While did not mention any negative, if any and did not mention any 

other views of the opposition and this is a sign of support for this decision and its 

success. 

 The news of the importance of the State of Qatar that it was one of the first well-

wishers, as mentioned in the previous indication of the strength of the relationship 

between the two countries and it is clear the relationship of Hamas in Turkey and Qatar. 

For the first time, the newspaper mentioned something about Abbas, describing him as 

the president of the Palestinian Authority as a sign of not recognizing him as the 

president of Palestine but mentioning his conversation with Erdogan was a sign that the 

Palestinian Authority was standing with Turkey as a precedent that had never happened 

before. As for congratulating Hamas and considering the success of the referendum a 

victory, it shows that it stands with Erdogan. 

Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah merged two separate stories with one story, while 

Filistin newspaper published the front page and a full page in the International News 

Section. 

2. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah focused on the role of the Palestinian president in 

congratulating the Turkish president only, while Filistin newspaper gave many details 

about the event. 

3. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah did not mention Hamas's statement or congratulations, 

while Filistin newspaper reported. 

4. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah did not mention the statements and congratulations of 

the Arab countries, while Filistin newspaper, headed by the State of Qatar, mentioned it. 
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5. In this event many differences and comparisons can be found, indicating that 

Al Hayat did not want to give the news larger than its size. It seems that it is not good to 

give other details to the reader to understand about the referendum. While Filistin 

newspaper reported many details are all in the interest of the referendum to suggest to 

the reader that his success brought to Turkey many of the pros and turned them into a 

presidential state. 

2 May: Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan warned in a speech in Ankara 

the European Union that Turkey will close the file of its candidacy to its ranks in the 

event that it did not open new chapters of negotiations with them, minutes after rejoining 

the ruling party in the country. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah and Filistin newspapers published on 3 May about that 

event the same news from the same source; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Erdogan warns 

of the possibility of withdrawing the file of Turkey's accession to the European Union," 

in bold black font. It could be said the use of the term "warns" in the title is an indication 

that Erdogan's tone is serious and his threats can be implemented. While the place for 

news: Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper was in the first page of the international news, 

in the bottom right of the page and Filistin newspaper in the first page of international 

news page in the top left of the page and News size: quarter page.  

The relationship between the text and titles: the text came exactly as AFP 

reported, explaining why Erdogan warned of withdrawing the file and, when so stated, 

any details about the event. The significance of the news: The news show Erdogan's tone 

is sharp towards the European Union, as a result of diplomatic tension during the 16-

nation referendum. The report indicates that whatever tensions and warnings Erdogan 

has, Turkey is an important partner of the European Union in the fight against terrorism 

and the file of illegal immigration. Erdogan's comments came after he rejoined the 

Justice and Development Party after the referendum was successful. 
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The analyzing according to the micro elements: The article did not contain any 

pictures in Al Hayat While the Palestine newspaper had the image of Erdogan during a 

speech to his party from the Anatolia Agency. Repeated words and their implications: 

Joining the ruling party, rejoining the Justice and Development Party: The repetition of 

this phrase in other pictures more than once in the news indicates that Erdogan wanted 

the referendum to succeed in restoring its relationship with his political party. Hinting 

indirectly that Europe was unhappy with the referendum and Erdogan's accession to the 

ruling party again. (It should be noted that Filistin newspaper only published the news 

until the last quotation of Erdogan, while Al Hayat published the full story of Erdogan's 

return to the party and the success of the referendum, in addition to the background of 

the referendum and change the Constitution). Commentary and semantic analysis: With 

regard to the newspapers of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah and Filistin, the discourse can be 

analyzed in two ways, since the news has been compiled from the AFP. 

 In Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper, an agreement with AFP to publish the 

subject of the referendum, which was clearly rejected by the European Union and that 

Erdogan threatens despite strong relations with the European Union on the subjects of 

refugees and terrorism. While Filistin newspaper merely published what Erdogan said 

about Europe's ignoring of the EU's terms of engagement, a sign that the newspaper was 

interested in publishing Erdogan's remarks without considering the opinion of the 

European Union. The second point in Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper has not been 

published with the news, because Erdogan's comments came after Erdogan rejoined his 

party. While Filistin newspaper published a picture of the Anatolia Agency about his 

speech to his party in Ankara. At this point may be the reason: Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah 

took the news as it is without the presence of pictures from the AFP, whose policy is 

clearly inconsistent with Erdogan's return to the party. While Filistin newspaper wanted 

to document the moment by taking a picture from a Turkish agency. 

16 May: US President Donald Trump in the White House received his Turkish 

counterpart Recep Tayyip Erdogan in their first direct meeting in the face of differences 

between the two countries on the issue of arming Kurdish fighters in Syria. The timing 
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of this meeting is sensitive because it comes a week after Washington announced it 

would soon hand over weapons to the Kurdish People's Protection Units. 

Filistin newspaper published on 17 May about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The main headline: "Trump 

Receives Erdogan in a tense atmosphere and calls the King of Jordan" in a large bold 

black font. The title was collected for two separate stories but for almost the same event, 

the title indicates that Trump had received Erdogan and contacted the King of Jordan. 

The use of the name of the actor beginning, especially in Arabic is always the act 

precedes the actor but an indication that Trump is the one who received Erdogan despite 

the tension between the two countries but the title suggests that Trump is trying to ease 

the tension. While the place for news in the first page of the international news, in the 

first half of the page and the news size was half a page.  

The relationship between the text and titles: In the first paragraphs, the text 

describes the events of the first part of the title, about Erdogan's reception and his visit to 

America. While the Source was: AFP; an international news agency that deals 

specifically with news about America. The significance of the news: The news indicates 

that despite Erdogan's visit to America, the relationship between the two countries is 

tense because of the arming of the Kurds in Syria. It also shows that the sensitivity of 

this meeting came from Trump, who announced the arming of the Kurds a week ago. He 

is waiting for Erdogan's reaction, which rejects this decision. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

Trump during his meeting with Erdogan at the White House, from Anatolia Agency. 

Repeated words and their implications: tense atmosphere, arming Kurdish fighters; this 

phrase has been repeated more than once, indicating that Erdogan's visit is meant to talk 

only about this file, which he considers sensitive to Turkey. Commentary and semantic 

analysis: It can be said that the news came to confirm Turkey's rejection of America's 

decision to arm the Kurds in Syria and that Trump is the one who received him in the 

White House, despite the tension between the two countries as if he feared Erdogan's 

reaction and that Erdogan has the right to reject this decision. (Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah did 
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not publish the news and never mentioned Erdogan's visit to the United States, while he 

published a report on Trump's call to the King of Jordan on the front page, indicating 

that Turkey and Erdogan were not given space in their newspapers and news that they 

were not allied to them). 

21 May: The Justice and Development Party was elected at an extraordinary 

conference President Recep Tayyip Erdogan as its new president, returning to the post 

he held for more than a decade until August 2014. 

Filistin newspaper published on 22 May about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The main headline: 

“Erdogan’s re-election as leader of Turkey's ruling party” in a bold black font. Indicates 

a new phase in Turkey, after the constitutional amendments through the use of the term 

re-election, as chairman of the ruling party, which was previously illegal. While the 

place for news in the first page of the international news at the bottom right of the page 

and the news size was a quarter page. The relationship between the text and titles: the 

text in the presented a detailed description of the title. Historical and information 

background on the nature of the Turkish government and the previous constitution were 

also mentioned, as well as the presentation of Erdogan's statements after his election. 

While the Source was: AFP. The significance of the news: The news of the start of the 

constitutional changes, led by Erdogan's re-election as head of the party, also shows that 

the party will go through a new phase through internal amendments in the party. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news did not contain any 

photo. Repeated words and their implications: reorganization of the party, amendments 

within the party; these words have been repeated more than once in the news, indicating 

that Erdogan's return means the reorganization of the party after he left since 2014. 

Explanation and semantic analysis: By stopping in the indirect meaning of repeating 

after the terms and focusing on the partial reorganization of the party, this suggests that 

the constitutional amendments came basically and its main objective is Erdogan's return 

to the party and reforms after he left him. This indicates that the party was He suffers 

from some things Erdogan is not satisfied with. It can be said that the newspaper 
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Palestine sees and wants to impress the reader that every step taken by Erdogan is 

correct, despite taking the news from the AFP, which was intended to another thing 

through this news, that Erdogan dragged his people to the referendum for the reasons of 

his own party. (Al Hayat newspaper did not publish news about this event). 

22 July: Nine prominent human rights activists, including two Amnesty 

International officials in Turkey, while attending a conference, according to a local 

human rights and media organization. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 23 July about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The title came in large bold 

black font, "EU official: Germany's response to Turkey" can be understood", the 

quotation title refers to the existence of tension between the two countries but without 

mentioning any reason, so a reference to the problem of Turkey. While the place for 

news in the first page of the international news, at the top right of the page and the news 

size was about a quarter of a page. The relationship between the text and titles: The text 

is a complement to the statements made by the European Commissioner and later to the 

German president to confirm that the official's statements are in place and that Turkey is 

wrong to stop the German activists in the field of human rights. While the Source was: 

AFP, the significance of the news: The news first shows the reactions of Germany in its 

place and that it is right and Turkey exaggerates its reaction, considering that all the 

other dissidents are linked to Gulen in one form or another. Turkey does not have the 

right to arrest Germans with Turkish citizenship and are human rights activists. 

Germany's direct threat to stop cooperation between the two countries. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: The article did not contain any 

pictures, Repeated words and their implications: "Understandable": Repeat this phrase 

twice in the non-headline news, confirming that Germany's actions and reactions are 

natural to what is happening and it is entitled to do so. The coup in July 2016: The report 

focused on saying that Turkey's actions after the coup attempt differed from the previous 

one and became more violent, arresting and arresting all, which is rejected by Germany 

and the European Union in general.  
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The explanation and semantic analysis: The beginning: Only one side of the 

story is clearly biased. The report did not offer any Turkish statements, explaining what 

happened and why the activists were arrested at the very least. The news directly states 

that Turkey is guilty and that Germany has the right to do so through its ruthlessness, 

without explaining why the activists were mainly arrested. In this news, the European 

Union can be put in place because it is from the AFP but Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah did not 

work until the news became objective to convey the other's point of view and this bias is 

also clear to the other side. (The newspaper of Filistin did not publish the news in its 

newspapers, nor did it mention the arrest of the activists, which is also a clear hint that 

Turkey has the right to arrest and arrest those it believes are harming its security). 

27 August: Abbas arrived in the Turkish capital of Ankara on a two-day official 

visit to meet with Turkish officials. Abbas's visit to Ankara comes at the invitation of 

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 28 August about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "The President 

receives his Turkish counterpart in Ankara today," in a large bold black font. Sub-

headline: "Mustafa denied any consultations or talk about a Turkish initiative to achieve 

reconciliation," in bold black font. It could be noticed ın the main headline is an expert 

title indicating the arrival of the Palestinian President to Ankara to meet with the Turkish 

President, while the subtitle refers to a sensitive subject for the Palestinians 

reconciliation, some may expect Abbas to go to Turkey for this subject, so the title came 

from the beginning to this point. While the place for news in the first page, at the top 

right of the page and the news size was about a quarter of a page. The relationship 

between the text and titles: the text came as a complement to the headline as a PR story, 

at the end of the news, a reference was made in the sub-heading by denying any 

initiative on the subject of reconciliation. While the Source was: The newspaper itself 

and Wafa Agency, the significance of the news: The news of the arrival of Abbas to 

Turkey to discuss many important issues and that this visit has significant implications 

and important. 
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 The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained a picture of 

Abbas's arrival in Ankara. Repeated words and their implications: the strengthening of 

bilateral relations: a sign of the expected importance of the meeting and it did not 

happen in the past. The explanation and semantic analysis: It can be said that the 

Palestinian Authority relies on this meeting with many benefits for their interests but to 

note strongly that the subject of reconciliation will not be discussed as a sign of their 

rejection of this point, mainly before the meeting. 

The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Abbas arrives in 

Ankara for a three-day visit", in bold black font, indicates that Abbas is visiting Turkey 

for only 3 days! While the place for news page 5 of local news and the news size small 

just 3 paragraphs. The relationship between the text and titles: The source explains the 

reason for Abbas's visit to Turkey and accompanying him on this visit. While the Source 

was: The newspaper itself, the significance of the news: The news indicates the visit of 

Abbas and his expected meeting with Erdogan and the news indicates that the visit aims 

to strengthen relations between the parties. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: There are no photos in this news 

story. The repeated words and their meanings: There are no repeated or specific terms. 

Explanation and semantic analysis: focus on Abbas's visit only for three days, noting 

that Abbas is not welcome, as well as the President of the Authority as a sign of 

illegitimacy. The publication of the news on the internal pages of the local news is an 

indication of its irrelevance to the newspaper. The newspaper wanted to downplay 

Mahmoud Abbas by publishing such a story. 

Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah did not mention the duration of Abbas's visit but 

Filistin newspaper mentioned it and focused on it with the headline. 
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2. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper pointed out that the issue of reconciliation 

will not be discussed and the issue will not be raised, while Filistin newspaper has not 

mentioned anything about this point.  

3. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah reported the news on the front page, while Filistin 

newspaper reported on internal pages. 

4. All of these points suggest that Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah was interested in the 

center's attention to this event, while Filistin newspaper marginalized it. 

28 August: Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan met with Palestinian 

President Mahmoud Abbas in Ankara. During the meeting, they discussed bilateral 

issues of mutual concern, especially the Israeli attacks on Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa 

Mosque. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 29 August about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The story contained several 

titles: three of them are quotations for Abbas, while the last subtitle quoted Erdogan, in 

large bold black font. Headline: "The President: We seek to live our people with dignity 

and sovereignty in an independent state with Jerusalem as its capital," in bold black font. 

A top subheading in a bold black font: "stressed in a press conference with his Turkish 

counterpart that ending the division requires the abolition of the administrative 

committee and enable the government to exercise its functions in the Gaza Strip and 

organize the elections”. Gray background and a bold black font: "We are working to 

convene the National Assembly as soon as possible in order to mobilize the energies of 

our people to meet the challenges”. Sub-heading: "Erdogan: The road to lasting peace in 

the region passes through the establishment of an independent sovereign Palestinian 

state”. This is a sign that the centrality of the speech was only to Abbas, while Erdogan's 

speech was marginal. In conclusion, each title contained a statement that raised a 

specific issue and issue. This is evidence of the diversity of issues. Which were 

discussed during the conference. While the last subtitle was a quotation for Erdogan, 

who believes in the establishment of an independent Palestinian state.  
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While the place for news in the first page and the third page, at the top half of the 

page and the news size was half a page. The relationship between the text and titles: The 

text was a continuation of Abbas's statements in the headlines and the same text was 

repeated on the third page with the addition of the literal text of Abbas's speech at the 

conference. While the Source was: Wafa Agency, the significance of the news: The 

report refers only to Abbas's speech and statements and that he presented more than one 

important issue at the conference. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: Photos: The story contained 

three pictures (To indicate in the news how the event was magnitude). The first in the 

first newspaper during his speech at the conference with Erdogan. The second on the 

third page of Abbas and Erdogan during the review of the guard of honor and the third 

during the laying of a wreath at the Ataturk Shrine. Repeated words and their 

implications: It is noticeable in the news not to give Erdogan the status of the Turkish 

president but multiple use of the word Turkish counterpart. The news came as quotations 

for Abbas's statement only, without adding any paragraphs or background that might be 

attributed to the newspaper in order to give Abbas the weight of the news.  

The explanation and semantic analysis: The same text was repeated on the third 

page, indicating that there was no other content the newspaper had to offer. Erdogan also 

spoke at the conference but only one short paragraph was mentioned about the 

establishment of an independent sovereign state, which is what it wanted to show in the 

news, the news can be described as a public relations story by putting the text of Abbas's 

word in the newspaper, without mentioning any other information that may be 

important. (Filistin newspaper did not publish any news about this story). 

22 September: Turkey and several countries have opposed the planned 

referendum on the independence of Iraqi Kurdistan. Turkey has warned Iraq's Kurds 

after years of close economic ties with the Iraqi Kurdistan government that they would 

pay the price, speaking of possible sanctions after the non-binding referendum. 

Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah newspaper published on 22 September about that event; 
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Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Turkey is 

rallying its allies to face the possibility of a Kurdish state," in bold black font. The title 

refers to the use of the reformer to mobilize and confront, an indication of an important 

matter that must be addressed, namely, "the possibility" of a Kurdish state. While the 

place for news in the first page of the international news, in the first column of the page. 

The relationship between the text and titles: the text gave more detail, in addition to 

presenting several viewpoints to clarify the title further. While the Source was: AFP, the 

significance of the news: The news indicates Turkey's refusal to hold the referendum and 

it has tried to rally all its allies to stop its action. The news also indicates the existence of 

supporters of the issue of separation of Kurds, as well as the presence of opponents even 

if their relationship with Turkey is not good. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: Photos: The story come without 

any photo. Repeated words and their implications: Economic relations, trade exchanges: 

The report clearly focused on these points that hold Turkey's hand for any action it can 

take. The explanation and semantic analysis: It can be said that the news wanted to show 

Turkey as fearing the establishment of a Kurdish state and it is making a lot of noise in 

order to thwart this referendum but on the other hand it cannot risk because of strong 

economic relations between the parties and Turkey is always pursuing its interests even 

if it cooperates with Iran, a Shiite state. 

 

The same event in Filistin newspaper; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline is in bold 

black font: "Iraq, Turkey and Iran threaten measures against the Kurdish referendum". 

The title indicates that the meeting of three major states for the threat if the referendum 

is held. While the place for news in the first page of international page, the last half of 

the page. The relationship between the text and titles: the text contains all statements to 

the all parties to the news contained in the title. While the Source was: Agencies, the 

significance of the news: The news indicates that there is an international meeting 

against the referendum. The news also indicates the existence of negative aspects of the 
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establishment of the referendum in addition to the existence of a regional threat in the 

event of a referendum. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: There are no photos in this news 

story. Repeated words and implications: Increased international rejection: More than 

once mentioned the news and this is a sign of a consensus to reject the referendum. 

Explanation and semantic analysis: It can be said that the news presented the event 

objectively, just mention all the parties to the news and offer their views, including the 

Kurds. The report focused more than once on the existence of three forces of three 

countries combined to lead this objection.  

Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. It can be said that the news of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah came to hold Turkey 

responsible and that it is the main opponent of the referendum issue, while Filistin 

newspaper explained that there are several other countries seeking to thwart the 

referendum. 

2. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah focused on sanctions and economic losses that threaten 

Turkey if it moves against the referendum, while this point was not mentioned in Filistin 

newspaper. 

3. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah presented historical background on the Kurds and 

distributed them but these points were not mentioned in Filistin newspaper, an indirect 

reference to the right of the dispersed Kurds in more than one country to establish their 

own state. 

8 October: Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan announced that his forces 

began supporting the Free Syrian Army in the Idlib process according to the agreement 

of Astana, hours after the entry of Turkish military vehicles to Idlib accompanied by 

fighters from the Sham Liberation Organization, indicating the possibility of an 

agreement to avoid fighting between the parties. 

Filistin newspaper published on 9 October about that event; 
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Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: "Erdogan: the 

military operation in Idlib goes without problems" in bold black font. A citation title to 

indicate that the information is documented by Erdogan and that the Turkish operation is 

in the interest of Idlib. While the place for news in the first page of the international 

news, in the first half of the page. The relationship between the text and titles: The text 

was a statement to Erdogan, explaining the Turkish process as well as the goal. While 

the Source was: Agencies, the significance of the news: the news indicates that the 

Turkish military operation in Idlib has begun and although it began an event but it 

continues without any problems. The military operation was also meant to protect 

Turkish border areas. 

 The analyzing according to the micro elements: The story contained a picture 

from AFP (searching for survivors of an air strike on the vegetable market in Ma'arat al-

Nu'man in Idlib governorate). This indicates that the Turkish operation came to protect 

civilians who are subjected to daily raids. Repeated words and their implications: 

Turkish military vehicles entered with an alliance of fighters from the Sham Liberation 

Organization; these two terms were mentioned more than once, a sign of the 

commitment of the military forces not to fire and its purpose only to help the Syrian 

citizens and protect their land. The explanation and semantic analysis: It can be 

concluded that the news came to support Turkey in its decision to enter Idlib and start a 

military operation there and also indicates that Turkey has the responsibility to protect 

civilians there so it has the right to intervene militarily in the region but the story 

suggests that Turkey is seeking to avoid fighting between the parties There. (Al Hayat 

did not publish the story about this event). 

17 November: The Secretary-General of NATO, apologized to Turkey against 

the background of an incident considered offensive to the right of Turkish President 

Recep Tayyip Erdogan and the founder of modern Turkey Mustafa Kemal Ataturk, 

during military exercises in Norway. Norway also made a similar apology in the 

incident, which was considered insulting to Ankara. Erdogan had ordered the withdrawal 

of 40 Turkish soldiers who were participating in the exercises in the wake of that 

incident. 
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Filistin newspaper published on 17 November about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: The headline came in a bold 

black font: "NATO Secretary-General apologizes to Turkey after" incident "in Norway, 

the title explicitly states that the Secretary-General presents his "apologies" in the plural, 

which indicates how powerful the event is. The mention of the word "incident" indicates 

that the title did not want to reveal more about this modernity by the Secretary-General, 

while the news item in Erdogan's comments on what the incident. 

While the place for news in the first page of the international news, in down left 

of the page. The relationship between the text and titles: it describes the Secretary-

General's apology, as well as why, with both views presented. While the Source was: 

AFP, the significance of the news: The report points to tensions between NATO and the 

Turkish army, which withdrew 40 of its soldiers because of humiliation by a Norwegian 

officer, the news shows how sorry both NATO and Norway are. The analyzing 

according to the micro elements: The story contained no picture. Repeated words and 

their implications: An incident that was considered humiliating, a sign that NATO is 

well aware that what happened in Norway is an insult to Turkey in general and Erdogan 

in particular. The explanation and semantic analysis: It can be said that NATO and in 

such a news, tried desperately to show its apologies, especially as Turkey is a strong ally 

and makes significant contributions, he does not want to lose this ally. (Al Hayat did not 

publish the story about this event). 

 

6 December: US President Donald Trump officially announced his 

administration's recognition of occupied Jerusalem as the capital of Israel and the 

transfer of the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, a move preceded by Arab and 

international condemnation and criticism. 

*Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah reported on December 7 that the world rejects Trump's 

decision in a very large bold black font. In this report, published comments for most of 
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the countries that condemned the decision but it did not mention any statement to 

Turkey or the Turkish president. 

Filistin newspaper published on 17 November about that event; 

Discourse analysis according to the macro elements: Headline: First Headline: 

"Angry demonstrations in Gaza and the West Bank and Arab and Islamic countries 

rejecting the Trump decision" (first page). Another headline in the internal pages:" 

Broad international opposition to the Trump Declaration, Erdogan calls for an 

emergency Islamic summit", (spanned this page on two pages) with a bold white font 

and black background, a sign of the severity of the event and its audacity. Sub-heading: 

"An emergency meeting of the Security Council tomorrow, Al-Azhar holds a global 

conference on Jerusalem". All the titles show the international and popular rejection of 

the Trump Declaration and that all countries moved to find possible solutions to put 

forward, led by Erdogan and Al-Azhar.  

While the place for news in the first page and the page 10-11 of local news. The 

news is written in 3 pages, the relationship between the text and titles: the text came too 

long, detailing the headlines and presenting most of the strong statements made about 

the announcement. While the Source was: Agencies and the newspaper itself, the 

significance of the news: The news shows the strength of the event, its importance and 

magnitude and the global twist against Trump's decision. 

The analyzing according to the micro elements: The news contained three 

pictures, one for Tramp during the signing of the announcement and a picture during the 

burning of America's flag, in addition to a picture of angry demonstrations in Gaza, all a 

reference to the anger experienced by the Palestinian street after the signing of the 

declaration. Repeated words and their implications: It is impossible to confirm the 

existence of words or terms that are repetitive or significant, because most of the news 

was direct quotations of statements by officials around the world. The explanation and 

semantic analysis: The news was interesting in what Erdogan said and this is an 

indication that his strongest statement was in addition to a talk with the Emir of Qatar 

about his invitation to hold an emergency summit. This is an indication that those 
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countries have good connections with each other and with Hamas. The rest of the 

statements were presented as initial reactions expressing their rejection of the subject of 

the American decision but without finding solutions or results. This can be explained by 

the fact that the news does not depend on the statements of states whatsoever but the 

Turkish statement was the strongest. 

Analytical comparison between the two newspapers in this event; 

1. Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah avoided the views of both Turkey and Qatar, while 

Filistin newspaper presented it. 

2. The newspaper Filistin paid great attention to Erdogan's statements and the 

headline was spread over two pages, while Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah was ignored. This 

indicates that Turkey and Qatar are close to Hamas, while Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah always 

avoids them. 

3. On the first page of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah was Abbas's statements, while this 

was not mentioned in Filistin newspaper and this indicates that the Palestine newspaper 

does not consider Mahmoud Abbas representative of the Palestinian people. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

From the above, press plays an active role in influencing social and political life 

by forming public opinion and raising political awareness of a particular issue directly or 

indirectly. Media link citizens to society and make it part of the debate on various issues 

such as political and economic issues, as well as work to link the community to 

leadership, whether positive or negative, no one can deny this role in the industry public 

opinion. After analyzing the discourse of some of the news in the previous newspapers 

"Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah and Filistin" and after extracting what has been presented 

previously of the importance of press and the news discourse, it can be said that there is 

a mutual influence between the media in all its forms. Because the media industry, laws 

and professional traditions in the media represent one form of social practice 

"discourse", it is influenced by social practice and influenced by the prevailing general 

climate. It can be concluded from the study that there is no unified media discourse, 

most of which is conflicting, one may be dominant and pervasive. There is no doubt that 

language plays a very important role in the analysis of discourse. Hence, discourse 

analysis schools have used a concept of ideology and control. The practice of power in 

non-democratic is based on soft hegemony, which has become a fundamental rule in 

falsifying people's consciousness and shaping public opinion through the media. 

In Palestine in particular, the media has been revolutionary and resistant to 

occupation over the years. Therefore, the Palestinian media has a great influence on the 

lives of citizens. It plays a major role in mobilizing public opinion against the 

occupation and pushing it to support the resistance and glorification of martyrs in 

particular. It is also possible to conclude that the media in Palestine has a great influence 

on the society through its ability to convince and create a general opinion and political 

awareness about the various issues. Because of that Israeli occupation also arrests and 

kills journalists, In addition to the practices of the Palestinian Authority in the arrest and 

closure of press offices that may publish what is contrary to their views. Therefore, in 

the Palestinian society, the media is the only carrier of information and hence the 

opinions are formulated. 
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The study also showed the importance of presenting relations between countries 

to societies, especially the Palestinian society, by trying to influence them through the 

media, it is possible to say that the interest of the Palestinian street in the Turkish state 

has a distinctive characteristic, by following up on the latest and most important 

developments in the Turkish arena first and thus it can be concluded that the media may 

try to manipulate the public opinion towards the issue according to its political relations 

with it and it is thus possible to conclude that Palestinian newspapers have used certain 

viewpoints and frameworks to try to manipulate public opinion on the issue based on 

their political relations. 

Discourse analysis of the two newspapers of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah in the West 

Bank and Filistin in the Gaza Strip for the year 2017 of the most prominent Turkish 

political events, came out with the following results: 

1. Most of the news came on the front page of the international news section of 

both newspapers and this can be inferred as news about another country and its presence 

on the front page would be exaggerated. 

2. In Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah, the Turkish front page was mainly and directly 

related to the Palestinian president and no Turkish side was shown on the front page. 

While Filistin newspaper was a quote to the remarks of Turkish President Erdogan, 

without regard to any Palestinian party (This is a clear indication that the newspaper Al-

Hayat Al-Jadeedah, which is an official Palestinian Authority believes that the reader 

should know the opinion and view of "leadership" only, while the opposite in Filistin 

newspaper, which pays attention to the news item only). 

3. Most of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah 's news was from AFP, a foreign agency that 

publishes the news from the EU's point of view, "which is a diplomatic dispute with 

Turkey," while the Filistin newspaper was most of its news from the Turkish Anatolia 

agency, "taking the news from its main source”. In both agencies, news editing is 

different according to editorial policy and thus the news could be "negative or positive". 
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4. The news in Filistin newspaper supported Turkey and the Turkish president 

directly and sometimes indirectly by publishing the news about Erdogan a lot and 

sometimes it was the news of no major event and avoids the publication of any news that 

opposes or harms Turkey. The view of the European Union, i.e. against Turkey 

indirectly. 

5. In the most important event in 2017, the referendum, which was a big fuss in 

all the international newspapers, press of Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah published indirectly 

suggests that it is not happy with it and the guide merged two separate stories with the 

same news. 

6. Filistin newspaper has refrained from publishing any opinion or comment in 

the Turkish news and has only published what Iran and Qatar have said in more than one 

event. This is an indication that the newspaper considers that there is no official 

representative of Palestine, while clearly showing its relations with Qatar, Iran and 

Turkey.  

7. Although there are serious efforts for Palestinian reconciliation in this period 

and it is axiomatic to unite the discourse between the two parties but this was not 

observed in the news but the opposite was observed. 

The analysis of the discourse shows that there is a clear schism between the two 

newspapers in supporting Turkey on the one hand and the support of non-pro-Turkey 

views on Al-Hayat Al-Jadeedah in the sense of the absence of a unified media discourse 

and the existence of two different ideologies in one country towards a political issue 

Regional dialogue. Thus, the study showed that although there are good relations on the 

ground, newspapers may appear truthful or not by publishing news indicating that. 

Therefore, when conducting any study related to press in Palestine, consideration 

should be given to: 

1. It is important to address discourse analysis, how it is produced, financed, how 

it is traded, its relationship to power, ideology and hegemony within society and whether 
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it reflects the cultural or social bias and discrimination in society or produces new forms 

of discrimination. 

2. The Palestinian press plays an instrumental role in various issues, especially 

political ones. 

3. The political influence on press reflected negatively on its credibility and 

impartiality. Through the split that divided  press into two parts of a Palestinian 

Authority, i.e., the Fatah movement in the West Bank and the Hamas media in the Gaza 

Strip. Accordingly, the news discourse varies in both regions. 

4. Pay attention to the political decision-makers and the Palestinian media by 

focusing on the practices, methods and terminology used in the news discourse. 

5. The dependence on foreign sources, especially in the international news, so the 

Palestinian media should work to reduce dependence on these sources and work to raise 

the level of performance in the Palestinian newspapers. 

6. There is no reliance solely on the Publications Law in Palestine because there 

are other factors that prevail over these laws, such as the occupation. 

7. Give the Palestinian media an important place through the strength of its 

influence on public opinion. 

Therefore, the researcher recommends the following: 

1. The existence of unified Palestinian media, away from partisan skirmishes that 

harm the interests of the people. 

2. More attention to international issues, which have a direct impact on Palestine, 

such as Turkey, which plays an important role in supporting the Palestinian cause. 

3. The existence of an independent press, transparently transmitting all views. 

4. Dependence on the self and local sources and this by reducing the dependence 

on foreign sources that may be biased to a certain destination. 
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5. To shed more light on the Palestinian media because of its influence on 

Palestinian public opinion and even the world. 

6. Enhancing discourse analysis studies in Palestine and the Arab world, because 

this reveals hidden relationships on some issues, which look good globally, especially 

the lack of research that deals with discourse analysis in particular. 
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